Block C president fired
for 'insubordination'
ing to Huey. "Anyone can
make a nomination, but generally the slate is proposed by
the officers."
After the elections concluded,
A student athletic manager Dougas told Wertz to check
with athletic department oflost his scholarship March 28
because of alleged wrongdoings ficials before asking Atchley to
be an honorary member, accordas Block C Club president.
Manager Alan Wertz lost his ing to a Block C Club member.
"I didn't do what Bobby felt
manager position because of insubordination as president of was very important for me to
the Block C Club. According to do," Wertz said. "I ignored his
Wertz, "I was fired from my advice. He feels that because of
managing position in a letter the structure of the club and his
from Bobby Douglas (equip- signing the checks, he has a lot
ment room manager and Block of power, and he thinks I purC Club adviser) saying I was in- posefully railroaded it by him.
"However, the club voted
subordinate as club president
and that that created a Atchley in.
"1 think some people were
negative working environment
worried that it would be a
in the equipment room."
The problem stemmed from a political statement," Huey
particular honorary member- said. "The club did not elect
ship selection. Wertz said Atchley because of that."
Douglas subsequently fired
Douglas "was uncomfortable
working around me because I Wertz March 28 and refuses to
brought up President [Bill] comment on the matter.
Dwight Rainey, assistant
Atchley's name before the club
for consideration as a possible athletic director, whose responhonorary member. However, I sibilities include overseeing the
just could not justify disquali- equipment room, said he knew
of no problem.
fying him from consideration."
"Alan and I worked together
According to Cecil Huey, the
club's faculty adviser, on some Block C things, and he
Atchley's name was brought . told me that he and Bobby had
before the officers and advisers had a problem, and that Bobby
at a March 1 meeting. "A list of had fired him," Rainey said.
names was presented and when "He didn't ask me to move or
Atchley's name was mentioned, reassign him, so I just assumed
it appeared that there was not Bobby accepted it.
"I'll be glad to talk to anyone
any strong sentiment one way
if there is a problem, but I
or another.
"There was hardly any com- didn't know there was one."
Wertz said that he asked Athment—just a brief discussion. I
just thought it was the general letic Director Bobby Robinson
consensus of the group that it to reassign him to another area
instead of taking his scholarwasn't the right time."
However, Wertz nominated ship. "I thought that the
Atchley anyway at a regular department as a whole would
meeting and the members not support Bobby's action,"
voted to accept the university's he said. "I asked to be relocated
president as an honorary in the department, and Robinson
said that he would consider it."
member.
Huey praised Wertz for his
'We sort of brushed it off
March 1 because of all that had contribution to the Block C
happened between Atchley and Club while serving as its presithe athletic department," dent. "I think Alan has done a
Wertz said. "But after thinking real good job," he said. "He's a
about it for a few weeks, 1 hard worker and has done an
decided to let the club decide if awful lot for Block C. The club
has progressed quite nicely
it was too touchy or not."
The entire club elects its under him."
membership each year, accordby Foster Senn
editor in chief
and Pam Sheppard
associate editor

Clips to go up; rates stay same
by Kim Norton
assistant news editor
Clips will be placed on the windows of Johnstone to block access to the ledges, according to
Matthew Watkins, assistant
director of Housing.
.
According to Watkins
the housing department is planning on installing window clips
over the summer. "The Student
Senate passed a proposal for the
window clips and we agreed with
their decision," said Watkins.
"That's not to say that, had
they not passed the proposal, we
would not go ahead with the
plans, but we feel they represent
the Student Body, even though
some rumors are circulating that
this is not so."
As far as the clips being
dangerous in case of fire,
Watkins said that all reports
submitted concerning fire safety
stated that "windows are not
meant to be used as a means of
escape, but if a fire did block any
other means of escape, a student
see Housing, page 11

SEMESTER RENT
1985-86
MEN
$465 Sections B, C, D, E, & F Johnstone (2000), YMCA (004)
$500 Annex F Johnstone, Donaldson, Cope. Bowen, Wannamaker,
Bradley, Norris
$550 Lever, Mauldin
.„...,. „
$230 Johnstone Lounges, Fike, Littlejohn, YMCA Meeting Rooms
$385 Temporary, Bradley Basement, BII. 12, 13, & 16
$615 Thornhill Village
$700 Patrick Noble Calhoun Courts
$650 Village Green
WOMEN
$465
$500
$550
$585
$385
$560
$615
$700
$650

A-Section Johnstone
Benet, Young, Geer, Sanders, Annex A-Johnstone
Barnett, Smith, Manning, Byrnes
Clemson House Apartments
Temporary-Converted Study & Utility Rooms
Clemson House
Thornhill Village
Patrick Noble Calhoun Courts
Village Green

Semester charges for university housing will not change in the
fall.

Board to name acting president
by Bob Ellis
editorial editor
The Board of Trustees said
Friday that it would announce an
interim university president
June 29 in light of Bill Atchley's
resignation effective July 1.
No potential candidates were

mentioned for the temporary
position.
The interim president would
serve until the final selection of a
new president by the full Board
Oct. 1.
, „.
The meeting was led by Vice
Chairman Louis P. Batson of
' Greenville. Board Chairman Sen.

photo by Bryan Siftord, stall photographer

The Board of Trustees met last week to hammer out details.

James Waddell was absent from
Friday's meeting.
Screening Committee
The selection process adopted
by the trustees calls for a
14-member Screening Committee
composed of Board members,
faculty, students, and alumni to
review all applicants and submit
a list of approximately 10 candidates to the Board.
The committee, chaired by
trustee Thomas McTeer of Columbia, has made a vow of silence
concerning the names of any
potential candidates.
"Do us a favor and don't ask
us," McTeer said. "If you're not
on the committee, you're not going to know.
"All screening will be done in
strict confidence and all information will be kept in Sikes Hall,"
he said. "There will be no public
statement unless it is deemed
necessary by a consensus of the
committee."
Each committee member must
privately evaluate and score each
candidate, according to the
see Board, page 2
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This is it!
Everyone's pulse quickens as
the final seconds of the
semester tick away. This is the
time when you can separate the
optimists from the pessimists,
and the two from the realists.

The optimists are a fun
loving crowd: They're romping
around campus with clothes
that are skimpier than the
straps that hold them up. While
they he in the sunshine, the'
pessimist is studying the exam
schedule that he just had
tatooed to the back of his hand.
The difference, I suppose, is
really in where a student has
his sights set. While most people are worried about those
dreaded finals coming up, a few
are carefree enough to enjoy the
sunshine and the warm weather
that have come our way.
Most of us, though, are too
busy trying to write that term
paper that's due tomorrow to
worry about the sunshine or the
80 pages of calculus to do
before the test the day after.
Professors seem to be competing to give us that last test
before exams come up now.
Your head is so busy whirling
from one place to the next that
there isn't time to look around
you or ahead of you.
It's funny (correction: tragic)
how we all start off with the
same high ambitions every
semester. "I'm gonna make a
4.0 this time," we tell ourselves
at the beginning of the
semester when our spiral
notebooks still have their
covers on them.
So what happens? Where do
our engines start puttering? We
shift into the old grind right
after that first test. We live by
the "cram" motto.
Toward the end of the
semester, you can only think of
the five computer programs
you had to turn in last week. At
the end you can see the grim
days you will spend trudging
through all of your final exams.
It's hard to envision the happiness that summer will bring
when that "final" hurdle is
before you.
The best thing to do is to sit
down in the sunshine and
organize your thoughts. How
many chapters do you have left
to read before you can start to
review? Just make a huge (and
I mean huge) list.
It's easier to do your work if
you know what's ahead of you.
(And if you don't do it, at least
you know what's left.) Also,
some serious praying around
this time seems to help, and
playing tapes of class lectures
in your sleep is reassuring.
Just keep summertime ahead
of you, and you won't lose your
head during finals. Of course, if
my recommendations don't
work, don't come looking for me
next semester. I don't
guarantee anything.
What about the realists, you
ask? Well, they don't have to
take finals because they did
make 4.0's. Doesn't it make you
Vsick?
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Senior named Fulbright Scholar
by Kim Norton
assistant news editor
Senior physics major Philip
Chilson is the newest addition to
Clemson's list of recent Fulbright Scholars.
Last year, six students received
the award, but Chilson is the only
present student to receive notification of acceptance this year.
Chilson was the only Clemson
student to apply for one of the
198 grants available in Germany.
Graduating in May, Chilson
plans on spending almost a year
in Juelich, Germany, working on
a project concerning radiation
damage in metals. Chilson considers himself lucky to have been
chosen out of so many applica-

tions for this award.
Chilson had been contemplating applying for the award since
the end of his sophomore year.
"It's a requirement that physics
majors take one year of French,
German, or Russian, so/I started
taking German," he said. "I
enjoyed taking German and
when things began falling
together, I applied for the
Fulbright."
The Fulbright Scholarship is a
wav to "exchange ideas and help
relationships between countries,"
Chilson said.
Chilson spent eight weeks in.
Germany this past summer with
the Clemson Study Abroad Program. By spending time at the institutions where he hoped to

work and meeting some of the
native people, Chilson decided to
go after the scholarship with
"gusto."
"I really enjoy studying
physics and math, but you can
get into a rut," said Chilson. "I
realized that to get a really wellbalanced education, I would need
to take some liberal arts courses.
Too many people come to school
just so they can find a niche in
the world. I think there's more to
an education than just getting a
job."
Chilson's future plans include
receiving his Ph.D. from Purdue,
followed by a teaching career. "I
enjoy the university atmosphere," he said.

Philip Chilson

Board

Stryker Reed

Swimmer dies
in accident
Nineteen-year-old swimmer
Stryker Reed was killed in an
automobile accident last Friday
on 1-85 in Greenville. Reed was
driving to Clemson from
Charlotte, N.C., that morning.
Memorial services were held
Sunday at 3 p.m. at the Fort Hill
Presbyterian Church in Clemson.
Reed, a native of St. Charles, 111.,
was majoring in food science.
He was an all-conference swimmer as a freshman and sophomore and the ACC champion in
the 200-meter butterfly. Reed
finished third in the event with a
time of 1:48.98 this past year. He
was a member of the Tiger's ACC
champion 400-meter medley
relay team, and competed in the
USS Senior National Meet both
his freshman and sophomore
vears.

continued from page 1
guidelines drafted by the committee last Friday.
Once all of the candidates have
been reviewed and scored by
each member, the committee will
eliminate in the lower 75 percent.
Any committee member can request, however, that any candidate shall continue to be considered with the upper 25
percent.
At a full meeting of the committee June 6, the members will
select the "highly qualified" candidates by means of a two-thirds
vote.
The secretary, Adm. Joseph B.
McDevitt, will request that these
"highly qualified" candidates
submit additional information by
a July 1 deadline.
The full committee will meet
again July 25 for discussion of
the candidates and choose the
"top ten" candidates.
Once again, a two-thirds majority is required, and any committee member can call for a
"reevaluation ... of any
candidate."
The list of the final 10 candidates will be given to the chairman of the Board, who will in
turn give them to the chairman

Besides McTeer, the committee also includes Larry Bauer,
president of Faculty Senate;
Leonard C. Butler, Alumni
Association president; Rose
Davis, Extension Senate president; William W. Dukes, University Foundation president-elect;
and Matt Locke, Student Body
president.
Other members are Frank
Mauldin, director of human
resources and executive assistant to the president; Stephen
Melsheimer, chemical engineering professor; Fred Richey, Student Senate president; and Joy
Smith, dean of Student Life.
Sen. Waddell will also serve, as
an ex officio member, to the
committee.
Bill McLellan
Former athletic director Bill
McLellan has yet to be officially
assigned to another post within
the university, according to
Walter Cox, vice president in
charge of student affairs.
Cox did say, however, that
once reassigned, "Bill McLellan
is going to be reporting directly
to this office," and he will be in
some capacity involved with the
development of physical
facilities.

McLellan may be involved in
the development of a recreational
facility for east campus. Cox
said.
The former athletic director
has been on a paid leave of
absence since February. No
specific date has been set for his
return, Cox said.
Bobby Robinson
After McLellan's leave of absence, former associate athletic
director Bobby Robinson took
over as interim athletic director.
He served in this position for approximately a month until
McLellan formally resigned
March 1.
Robinson
was
named
McLellan's successor March 14.
Dean Cox is satisfied with
Robinson's actions thus far.
"Bobby has worked very diligently . . . and he has assumed a
positive role," Cox said to the
trustees Friday.
Next meeting
The next regular meeting of
the Board of Trustees wil be
Saturday, June 29, in Clemson.
This does not, however, rule out
another specially called meeting
before this date.

Join The Tiger

STUDENT APARTMENTS
FOR RENT
- FALL AND SPRING '85-'86 AND SUMMER '85WITHIN ONE BLOCK
OF CAMPUS!

FLASH FOTO
Flash Foto now has a drop
box in University Union. Film
dropped off by 9 p.m. will be
back by 2 p.m. the next day.

FURNISHED-THREE BEDROOM
UNFURNISHED-TWO BEDROOM
654-1719
MONDAY-FRIDAY 9:00 a.m. until 5:30 p.m.

(Film picked up at booth
located in Victoria Square.)
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Engineering to expand

Speaking Out
by Jimbo Kicklighter
staff writer

by Kevin Bobo
staff writer

The university's College of
Engineering presented a fiveVlr uestion: Do you feel the government has a right to impose a
year plan to the Board of
mandatory seat belt law which requires the driver and front seat
Trustees Friday, April 12, at
Sikes Hall. The plan deals with
passengers to buckle up for their own safety?
the future of the College of
Engineering and the actions required to achieve recognized ex"If people want to risk their own lives
cellence.
by not wearing seat belts—that's their
In the last decade the number
business. Why waste tax money to proof engineering majors has nearly
tect people who don't want to protect
tripled. At the same time, the
themselves?"
master's degree student enroll—Bobby Clark
ment grew 110 percent, the Ph.D.
student enrollment expanded by
31 percent, and the number of apphoto by Bryan Sifford, staff photographer
"There's really no need for such a law.
proved faculty positions increased
plan
to the Board.
Charles Jennett presents the
To quote Larry Niven, 'Think of it as
by 25 percent. The number of filled
in terms of research, gifts, and
evolution in action.' If you're not smart
faculty positions, however, is up Engineering has done all it can short courses offered by continudo
to
increase
efficiency
and
it
enough to wear a seat belt, you probably
by only 6 percent.
ing education brought more
now
needs
the
funds
so
that
the
won't be around to pass it on to the next
The end result is that the Colmoney into this campus than
generation."
lege of Engineering simply out- undergraduate programs won't IPTAY," he said.
—Bill Stewart
grew its facilities and staff, ac- be hurt and, at the same time, imThe result of the Board's comcording to Dean J. Charles prove the college's image at the mitment to the plan would be an
Jennett. About two years ago, graduate and research level.
The report also told the Board enhanced public image of the
the college started freezing
"Yes, Big Brother has a right to do
what
it would cost to take the engineering academic program,
enrollment in an attempt to be
anything to protect us from ourselves.
faster
development
of
academic
more efficient and focus its ef- university from its present posi- and research programs, increased
He should also ban motorcycles, beer,
forts. The college also phased out tion of being in the top 100 or 80 potential for interaction with inand ledge-sitting."
the engineering technology pro- engineering schools to being in dustry and interaction with the
—Zeke Harris
the
top
20
in
a
five-year
period.
gram in order to make room for
state
to
attract
new
business,
an
In order to obtain these goals,
the new industrial engineering
industry would have to con- improved student learning enprogram.
vironment, and a better indusStarting next semester, all tribute substantially to this plan, trial development atmosphere.
but
Jennett
does
not
feel
this
"Yes, the seat belt law is only being
freshmen entering the engineer"This is a good time for
would
be
a
problem
since
the
Colpassed
because of the increasing need
ing program will be required to
engineers, but the country, is
for more safety in automobiles. The law
complete a common freshman lege of Engineering already gets still not turning out the numbers
about 38 percent of its research
is for our own protection in case of
year and will not be able to
it needs," Jennett said. "In the
accidents."
transfer into their desired major funds from industry-one of the next five years, I would like to
—Helen Garrison
unless they finish their first year largest figures in the country.
"One of the facts rarely in a see Clemson recognized as the
with a satisfactory average.
newspaper is that last year, M.I.T. of the South."
The plan submitted to the
Clemson's College of Engineering
Board stated that the College of

THANK YOU FOR RECOGNIZING QUALITY AND GIVING US
A SUCCESSFUL FIRST YEAR-GOOD LUCK ON
EXAMS AND HAVE A GREAT SUMMER . . .

PIZZA PUB
302 SENECA ROAD
UNIVERSITY SQUARE MALL IN CLEMSON
DINE-IN, CARRY-OUT, OR FAST, FREE DELIVERY

DELICIOUS, DELUXE, THICK-CRUST PIZZA
BEST IN CLEMSON AND REASONABLY PRICED

STUDY-BREAK

PIZZA PUB
50C OFF
Steak Sandwich with
Chips and Pickle
Regularly $3.25

I

PARTY SPECIAL

ECONO-MUNCH

GIVE-AWAY

PIZZA PUB

PIZZA PUB

PIZZA PUB

Buy Any Small,
Medium, or
Large Pizza
and Get Equal
Pizza

Mini (6") Pizza
with Cheese plus
One Topping,
Tossed Salad
and Soft Drink

Medium Cheese
plus One Topping

1/2 PRICE

Only $3.25

$5.00 plus tax

Q-PONS GOOD
ON DELIVERIES
TOO
NOT VALID
WITH OTHER
SPECIALS OR
OFFERS

LET US KNOW
Tuesday, Wednesday
YOU'RE USING A Q-PON
and Thursday
WHEN ORDERING
-THANX
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Editorials

It's gone too far
Once again, it's gone much too far. A student has been
stripped of an athletic scholarship. And for what reason?
Perhaps it was the result of one man's abuse of his
authority (or lack thereof) as an organization's adviser;
perhaps this man felt intimidated by the possibility of
repercussions of the athletic department.
Alan Wertz, president of the Block C Club, was cheated
out of his scholarship as well as his job as an athletic
manager. And why?
Because he nominated (and the club members chose)
President Atchley as an honorary member of the athletic
club.
Where the wrongdoing lies is something only Bobby
Douglas, equipment room manager and Wertz's former
boss, can say.
Granted, any boss has the right to fire his employee.
But to take away his scholarship for seemingly no reason is
going a step overboard. And for someone to be fired for
something he did outside of his job . . .
The question of why Douglas fired Wertz and revoked
his scholarship is still unanswered. Maybe Douglas was
afraid of possible rumblings from the athletic department
about making Atchley an honorary member.
Cecil Huey, faculty adviser to the Block C Club, said
that the athletic department was "unconcerned" with the
activities of the club.
So the question still goes unanswered. The neverending conflict between Sikes and Jervey has reached the
point that a student's future education is jeopardized.
If this is the case, it is truly sad when the fears of one
man can lead to another's loss of a job and scholarship.

Goodbye, Dr. Atchley
In May, approximately 1,500 Clemson students will be
the last to shake the hand of President Bill Atchley as he
gives them their diplomas.
The past six years under Atchley have been marked by
academic growth that has brought respect to Clemson.
But in July, we must welcome an interim president and
say good-bye to Atchley. Though we are sorry to see him
leave, we extend a wish for the best of luck for his future;
and we hope he will remember Clemson University, for it
.shall always remember him.
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Year sees many changes
More than 200 days ago,
on a warm August morning,
bells rang throughout
campus signalling the start
of classes and the beginning
of the 1984-85 academic
year.

Straight Talk
FOSTER
SENN

The short sleeves and
shorts of summer, however,
gave way to the scarlet
leaves and the sweaters of
autumn. Fall football games
were followed by skiing in
the winter and blooming
azaleas and dogwood in the
spring.
Since those class bells
rang in August, much has
happened at the university
besides the change of
seasons—probably as much
as any year since the school
was founded in the late

1800s.
The year started nicely
enough: Construction crews
started on the new chemistry
building, plans for Spirit
Blitz were made, The Tiger
took its usual few shots at
Student Senate, and student
senators responded with
'' casual indignation.''
The year flowed along
looking like any other. The
biggest catastrophe seemed
to be a football loss to USC
in November.
But 1984-85 was not
going to be quiet. The death
of Stijn Jaspers spurred
incidents, commotion,
indictments, and
resignations for the
remainder of the year.
Jaspers died of congenital
heart failure. Traces of
prescription drugs that he
had gotten illegally were
found in his bloodstream
Subsequently, two
Clemson coaches were found
to have given out drugs
illegally to athletes; they
resigned in December and
later pleaded guilty to a

court jury.
March is known to be a
month of blustery winds.
This year it was no different.
University President Bill
Atchley resigned March 1
after a seven-hour meeting
.with the Board of Trustees.
Bill McLellan resigned as
athletic director at the same
time and asked to be
reassigned.
Now, there are only about
two-and-a-half weeks of
school left in the 1984-85
year. Most of the uproar and
outcry that March had has
quieted. The search for a
new university president has
begun as the university tries
to plot a new course.
Many of the faces in
1985-86 will be different
from those of the year
before: a new school
president, new athletic
director, two new track
coaches, and maybe even a
new school dining service.
This year was a different
one. Things changed. And
much happened after those
bells rang in August.
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Student Life Office in dire need of refomt?
Two weeks ago (April 5) The Tiger
printed a commentary by Laverne
Robinson entitled "Varsity
Cheerleader Dissatisfied With
System." In his article, Robinson
urged reform of the cheerleader
selection process.
If Robinson's account of the
circumstances surrounding his
resignation from the varsity squad
is accurate, not only the cheerleader
selection process but also the Office
of Student Life are in dire need of
reform.
According to Robinson, he

encountered extraordinary
difficulties in being moved into a
position to which he was entitled on
the varsity squad. When he finally
joined the squad, he found himself
sidelined because of the reluctance
of the white head cheerleader to pair
him with a white female cheerleader
and her apparent opposition to being
his partner.
The Office of Student Life
privately offered Robinson
sympathy and arranged for a
conference between him and the
disgruntled cheerleaders, but Dean

Joy Smith informed him that she
ultimately would abide by the
decision of the cheerleaders.
Following a conversation with the
university's affirmative action
officer, the Office of Student Life
finally exerted pressure on the
cheerleaders, and Robinson joined
the squad.
He was not welcomed. The white
female cheerleader, in particular,
"wasn't too pleased with the
situation." She told Robinson that
Dean Nick Lomax had intervened
only because of flack from the

university and fear of NAACP
intervention. (Lomax denied these
allegations.) Understandably angry
and hurt, Robinson quit the squad.
We do not know whether
Robinson's account is accurate or
not. If it is, the cheerleaders should
be ashamed. This is a public
institution, and people of all races
are entitled to participate in its
programs. White southern belles
who cannot bear being touched by
blacks should go elsewhere—or be
stuffed and placed in museums as
see More letters, page 6

What's the rush with graduating on time?
Over the past two semesters, I've
laughed with my friends who have
called me "old man" and
"professional student." Why?
Because I've been on the five-year
plan.

Jon LoughmiHer

commentary

"

But underneath the jokes lies an
attitude problem—and, for once, it's
not my attitude that is the problem.
Or maybe it is. My concern is this:
Why is it deemed so important to
graduate "on time"; that is, in four
years?
I cannot begin to say how many
times I have heard about the
importance of graduating on time,
but I can remember the first time I
heard about it. It was in a speech

given by the Student Body
president at my freshman
orientation.
The attitude put forth in the
speech was one of concern. It seems
that not enough people were
graduating on time, but work was
being done to try to rectify the
situation. Why?
Maybe I've missed the point, but
I don't undersand why it is
necessary for someone to graduate
on time. In fact, I suggest that
graduating late can be beneficial to
amost anyone.
True, the financial aspect of
staying an extra year could be
problematic, but the benefits are
enormous.
For instance, an extra year
relieves a lot of pressure for anyone
who changes majors and has a few

extra classes to take. Breaking one's
back to take those extra classes so
as to graduate on time is a good
start toward a possible early end.
And changing majors should not
be discouraged. After all, one should
do something he enjoys doing, and
few of us know as freshmen what we
really want to do after we get out of
college. If one has to stay for a fifth
year, so be it—it's worth it.
But even if one does not change
majors, a fifth year can still be
helpful. With the increase in
specialization over the past few
decades, many curricula have
become overburdened with excess
classes. An extra year helps one to
spread the work out. A university is
not supposed to be in the business
of creating workaholics.
Furthermore, increased

specialization has dislocated liberal
arts from science, and
communication between the severed
groups is strained, at best. An extra
year in college could help to ease the
problem: scientists and engineers
could take more humanities, and
liberal arts majors could become
better versed in the more technical
fields.
I remained at the university for an
extra year largely because I changed
my major at a late date, but I had
already made up my mind to stay
that extra year. A four-year stay
was simply not enough.
There are still many courses which
I would like to take, but another
extra year may be a bit too much. I
stayed one extra year, and I
broadened my education. I'm glad I
did it.

Lost identity makes for a traumatic experience
"Calgon, take me away!"
I am so jealous of that woman on
television who just sinks into the
bathtub and all of her problems
diminish—I mean there isn't even a
bathtub in my dorm to sink into
—but somehow I don't think it
would help.

Julie Walters

commentary-

v '' '

It isn't bad enough that I'm under
all the pressure of a graduating
senior—"gotta make those grades!"
—"Have you found a job yet?"—

YOUVE «EN STAWNfr AT THAT ©LANK
PIECE 6F PAPER FOB. OVER AN HOUR NOW!
%IELL,THIS \t THE LAST CARTOON
1'W OWNCt FOR THE TI&ER. I'NV
NOT SORE WHAT To DO. 1 THINK
«'D UKE TO SAV SOI*eTWW^
IMPORTANT...

M

s

Z

For those not majoring in English
this may not be a traumatic
experience—for me however, it has
been.
First of all I had to dish out $3—1
suppose that's a small price to pay
to regain my identity. But this was
on Monday and I couldn't get my
picture shot (or get a temporary I.D.
card until Wednesday afternoon
between the hours of 1 and 4:30.
In the meantime one of the
textbooks for my class was on
reserve in the library. Innocently, I
went to the library and explained
my plight—believing that (I would
be able to check out the reserve
MAYBE I SHOULD TELU
EVERYOHE HOW M*>tH ,We/
EMiOYED DRAVYiNCr THE/
CARTOONS FOR THEM

book using my driver's license and
honest face. Rules are not made to
be broken—I had to haul an
unsuspecting friend (named Becky)
to the library so that she could get
my reserve book with her plastic
identity.
Since it was 10 p.m. I decided to
check the book out overnight, and
we were heartily informed that I
would not be allowed to pick up her
I.D. until the next morning
—Geez.
But the straw that broke the
camel's back came when I tried to
check a book out with my new
replacement card. The card reads
WELL, NOW I
DON'T KNOWI

"Julie Walters [my signature] is a
C.U. student and had his/her I.D.
photograph taken on the date
indicated below. While that I.D.
card is being processed, this receipt
will authorize him/her to check out
books from the Library."
What it doesn't say is that in
order to check the book out I will
have to fill out a card for each one (I
had four) giving the call number of
the book, author and title of the
book, my name, address, I.D.
number, phone number and the date.
All because I lost my plastic
identity.
"Calgon, take me away!"
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More letters
continued from page 5
relics of the past.
Furthermore, the Office of Student
Life should be censured for its
handling of this affair. Cheerleaders
who objected to a black man on the
squad should have been asked to
quit themselves. Racism was at first
the white cheerleaders' problem;
Student Life made it Robinson's
problem.
Racism is not illegal, but it looks
bad when racists represent a public
institution. Furthermore, it is illegal
for officers of the university to
permit and perpetuate racism.
Robinson's article present only his
views. Presumably, Deans Smith
and Lomax and the cheerleaders
have their own versions of the
incident. Nevertheless, no one
responded in last week's paper. (We
hope there will be a response, at least,
from Student Life in this week's
edition.)
Does this silence mean that the
office of Student Life does not
consider racism to be a problem at
Clemson? Does Student Life believe
that this is an aberration or, like
other incidents in the past months,
merely dirt to be swept under the
rug?
We cannot hide racism at
Clemson. Lily-white fraternities and
sororities are, to be kind, unusual by
national or even southern standards.
Why these racist clubs are
permitted to operate on a public
campus cries out for an explanation.
Varsity basketball looks curious
too, with a black team and mostly
white coaches, referees, and
cheerleaders. Blacks sweat and
whites run the show.
In Robinson's case, the
cheerleaders and the Office of
Student Life had an opportunity to
combat racism. Apparently, they
chose to perpetuate it by trying to
stash racism in the closet with other
skeletons. Haven't we learned that
the skeletons sometimes tumble out?
Residual racism is one problem we
should confront and obliterate as
quickly as possible.
Richard Saunders
Theda Perdue

System unfair
After driving back from
Hollywood last Friday in my RollsRoyce, I found out that my dear
friend (Coe Brier) had taken a wrong
turn at the planet "C-L-E-M."
Therefore, I got an immediate flight
on Ferrari Airline to locate him. And
the next thing I knew, I had entered
that unfamiliar zone—The Clemson
Zone. At last I had found my friend.
We sat and chatted for quite some
time on the issue of cheerleading.
Well, Coe started telling me all
about how hard he had worked to
become a cheerleader. He started
working out about mid-January with
one of the varsity girls, Mary Rose.
She basically taught him all the
stunts he had to know before
tryouts. Then she worked with him
on that unfamiliar cheer "C-L-E-M."
To top it off, do you know who
that varsity female cheerleader was
that Coe mentioned in his article

last week that made up the routine
for the guys? Well, it may eome as a
surprise, but she was none other
than Mary Rose. Being that she ws
only helping Coe before tryouts, I'm
sure she didn't help him with that
"fair" routine!
The Rally Cats were threatened to
get kicked off the squad and the
girls trying out were not allowed to
try out if they were caught helping
or getting help from anyone outside
the clinic—why not the cheerleaders?
Coe also said that under the
current rules only "current varsity
and J.V. cheerleaders have a chance
of making the squad. However he
made it; therefore, the system failed
again." Wrong! After working with
a varsity girl two months before
tryouts, you are considered an
"honorary cheerleader." Therefore
you fit right into the system. I
wouldn't bulk the system either!
However, I'm sure you'll get
brownie points for not bulking it.
One final word. I appreciate your
gratitude about gprs. Being that
your adviser (Michael Schardein)
can't seem to find time to check
them, why not help the poor fellow
out? He's swamped! By the way,
I'm not exactly sure whether you
have a 2.0 or a 1.999—1 don't want
to know before the National Orange
and White game this Saturday. I
don't want to mess up the routines.
Finally C. Brier, it's sort of hard
"to equal the weights" when
something is totally unbalanced.
"Beam up Scottie." You may wish
you were a baseball player again
before you get out of the . . .
CLEMSON ZONE.
C. Johnson

Change needed
Editor's note: The following letter
was received before the cheerleading
tryouts March 26.
Enough is enough!! I'm speaking
of the unfair and underhanded
quirks in the cheerleading system.
First of all, I came to this university
in 1981 and tried out for JV but was
unsuccessful.
During the clinic I noticed that
most everyone knew the cheer
("C-L-E-M" in cadence) that was
required for tryout. I was shocked! I
thought first that I had no chance
against those who already knew the
cheer and had obviously worked on
it for quite some time.
Where I come from, no one knew
anything of what was to be
expected. They may have had an
idea of some of the requirements,
(i.e. gymnastics, interviews), but as
far as the required cheer, it was
taught to all contestants the first
day so that all would have a fair
chance.
The next thing that appalled me
was the fact that the returning guys
that I had to compete against knew
the fight song (a 12-8-count motion
routine) on the first day of the clinic.
What chance did I have?
I also noticed that the returning
girls knew the dance routine before
the clinic started.
Well, after being thoroughly
frustrated because I didn't make

JV, I set out to make varsity in the
spring of '82. I did make the squad,
but due to a run-in with Calculus
108 during the summer, I lost my
position.
I attribute my making the squad
to having done "C-L-E-M" in the
past. This was not fair in my eyes,
but because it was the cheer
"selected" for tryouts, I had no
choice but to use it to my
advantage.
Also, being a gymnast of eight
years helped. In addition, being a
dancer of two years, I am
accustomed to picking up routines
and having to perfom them for
auditions. The only thing I had to
"work" on was. partner stunts,
which came to me in a matter of
days.
.
But let me ask you this: How
many guys at this university have
had my background? I'd say slim to
none. Well, unless you have my
background, you basically don't
stand a chance of making the squad
the way the system stands now.
The business of using the same
cheer year after year for tryouts has
got to be the most appalling
phenomenon of this system. The
most underhanded aspect has got to
be the graduating members teaching
the returnees the fight-song and
dance routines.
I have no intention of trying out
because I am not crazy about the
style of cheering here.
But I do have a point to make.
The point is that a former
cheerleader has had previous
partner-stunt practice, gymnastics
training, and interview experience.
This is an unfair advantage over
someone who has not had these
experiences.
Why give these people an edge by
requiring the same boring cheer
which they have worked on all
during football season? Why give
these people an edge by teaching
them the fight-song or dance routine
before teaching those that are at'a
"total" disadvantage.
A former cheerleader should be
able to pick up a dance and a new
cheer and make it look more
professional than someone with no
experience. This crud has been going
on since 1981 and it's time for a
change. This is why I say, enough is
enough!
Mike Massey

Bradley a friend
The purpose of this letter is to
reply to the letter submitted to The
Tiger by Staff Sgt. Paul Waters.
Waters lamented the departures of
university President Bill Atchley
and former IPTAY Executive
Secretary Joe Turner.
In doing so, Waters suggested
that Clemson University "dump
[Bill] McLellan, Bob Bradley and
their pro-Atlantic Coast Conference
buddies and get out of the crooked
ACC." We, the undersigned, would
like to clarify a few things said by
our "loyal alumnus."
First, Bob Bradley—better known
as "Mr. B" to those who have had
any prolonged dealings with him—is
the university's sports information

director, a position he has held for
more than 30 years. The sports
information director and the Sports
Information Office are in no way a
decision-making body of the athletic
department. Instead, the SID serves
as a liaison between the athletic
department and the media.
The office provides a vast
menagerie of services ranging from
setting up "press row" at football
and basketball games to sending out
daily press releases to keeping a file
of all newspaper clippings that deal
with Clemson athletics, but we do
not make any decisions in the
department.
Second, the loss of Joe Turner
came because of Turner's decision to
pursue his dealings in the private
sector. Turner was an extremely
successful leader of IPTAY. That
success spilled over into his private
business affairs and he left his
position to be able to devote more
time in that area.
Third, the very suggestion that
Clemson leave "the crooked ACC" is
ludicrous! Why Waters considers
the ACC crooked is not clear;
however, the actions of other schools
show that affiliation with an athletic
conference is extremely beneficial.
Fourth, according to the Clemson
University Alumni Directory,
Waters is stationed at Reese Air
Force Base near Lubbock, Texas.
One can only wonder about the
accuracy of the information obtained
by Waters.
In conclusion, the reason we are
reacting so adversely to Waters's
letter is because we either work or
have worked for Mr. B. We have
never met another individual who
has served so selflessly and with
such integrity as Mr. B. He is more
than "da boss"; he is a friend.
When he does retire, and we hope
that that event comes no time soon,
the university will surely be sadder
for the loss. We suggest that before
another Waters decides to write a
letter to the editor, he or she get the
facts straight!
David E. Webb, Al Bynum,
Sam Blackman, Jill Mixon,
Jane Robelot, Cricket
Yates, and six others

Radio degrading
Thank you, Vineeta Ambasht, for
your column last week about the
ridiculous radio stations in this area.
Aside from everything you mentioned
in your column, there is also the
dreaded "station identification"
between every song.
It's insulting enough having to
listen to Madonna sing about her
lack of virginity every hour on the
hour, but to remind us every five
minutes which station we are
listening to is downright degrading.
Recently, I decided to give up
listening to radio stations in this
area all together, because what's
"hot" on one station is "hotter" on
the other stations, and vice versa.
And the "hits" will probably be just
as "hot" a week from now as they
were last week. Listening to the
same "hits" every couple of hours
gets pretty "radio-boring."
Robert Pfeiffer
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Atchley talks of 'bright spots' as president
didn't have the total picture.
In general, whether it's fair or not doesn't matter.
They are in the business of reporting the news. So you
have to realize you live in a society where we have freedom
of the press. We also have a public institution that people
feel they have the right to read about in the paper. Those
areas across the nation where they talk about Clemson
not having a strong academic program —they are wrong.
That has been a low blow to us because I think this
university, as far as the quality of the programs and
students, will match up with any in the United States.

by Bob Adams
managing editor
When Bill Atchlev walks out of his second floor Sikes
Hall office July 1, he will be leaving behind the role of
president of Clemson University for the first time in six
years.

Personal Profile
Though the Atchley era was marked by controversy
as well as growth, Atchley says he is proud of what has
been accomplished during his presidency.
—What will be your best memory of Clemson?
There are a lot of good memories of Clemson. The
most important part of being here has really been the Student Body— the students and quality of young people we
have here—and I think the quality of the faculty and the
quality of the education. Those have-been the bright spots
in my tour here. My family and I have made some really
fine friends here. But I would say that the main thing that
you have to enjoy at any institution, if you enjoy your
work, has to be the students and faculty in the educational setting.
—Are there any things left that you wanted to accomplish that you have not?
Well, yes. I would liked to have finished our Challenge
to Greatness, but that is something that will continue. By
the time I leave, I hope we will have the money and the
funding ready for the Strom Thurmond Institute to be
developed where we can have the performing arts, the institute, and the continuing education center. I think that
complex needs to be completed, and I believe there's a
good possibility we will at least have the funding in hand
by the time I leave. This will assure that it be built.

i

—On the day of the March 1 trustees' meeting, what
was your initial reaction when you were told the trustees
had accepted your resignation?
Really, I had no great feelings one way or the other.
I felt that we had to come to some kind of conclusion. I felt
there had to be a uniting of the Board. And I felt this
university deserved the best. This university needed to
come together for it to reach its potential for the future; it
has great potential. But I didn't have any great animosity,
great hurt, or anger. I guess I felt in somebody's life you
always have those times. I've always said 10 years in any
high administrative position is long enough. The average
tenure of a college president is about five years; I've been
here six. There were still a few years I could have done
some things, and I still had a lot of things I wanted to do.
But if I were going to do them, I had to be able to run
them from this office and be the chief executive officer.
You can't do it unless you have the support of those people, and I don't mean a rubber stamp. I mear. that we sit
down and communicate. Everybody can be second guessed.
If I were going to stay and do it, and be happy doing it, I
had to have that kind of assurance. If we had difference of
opinion and they felt that was the best way—they didn't
want to give me that assurance—that's fine. They are the
boss, and I have no animosity. I guess I felt relieved in the
sense that we made a decision and life could go on.

—What personal changes have you seen in yourself
and your family?
I think that I have probably changed—the experiences you have must somehow change you. I was asked
one time, "What kind of experiences have you had here?"
And I've always answered that with, "I've had some good
and bad experiences and they have all been good." That
sounds funny, but it's true. A good experience: That is
self-explained. A bad experience has good sides to it as
well.
I really can't say that I have changed a whole lot since
I have been here. I've always been very open, and I really
can't tell you I have changed a lot in my life. Maybe I
have; maybe I don't see that in myself as much as other
people see it in me. Maybe I have become a little more
serious in my overall outlook, but I have always been sort
of gregarious and enjoyed life. And I think that I still
have that. When you're in the role of a president, there is a
little different kind of status compared to when you're a
dean of engineering. So I think that changes somebody.
There was a great change in our family in the sense
that my daughter was a student here. I had the opportunity
to see her go through four years of college and the opportunity to shake her hand at graduation. I think that was a
great experience. Our family kind of grew together here at
Clemson, and we grew closer. Overall, we have enjoyed
our stay at clemson.
—Have you made any plans for after you leave your
position?
No, I really don't have any definite plans. I have some
opportunities already, and it seems like everyday I have a
call from someone with a possibility. I have not made up
my mind whether or not I am definitely going to stay in
education. I am looking for a challenge. I've been in education all my life—at least for a major part of my life. I've
played professional baseball, and I've done some
engineering consulting work. I've always had a deep
desire, though, to try industry. I feel there are different
kinds of challenges in industry, and I think it might be interesting to try.
On the other hand, if I were to leave education, I know
I would miss the students and the university atmosphere.
I will probably take whatever I think is the greatest
challenge and the one I think I would be the happiest in.
—What do you think about the publicity the university
has received in recent months? Have we been given a fair
shake by the news media?
I've worked with the press all my life, from professional baseball to the present. I've always felt as long as
you're straightforward, tell the press up front what you
feel, and be honest with them, that if you say you can't
say anything because it's personal, I think they will
respect that.
I think they will try to dig a story out. Here I think
there have been some negative aspects of the press
because they have picked up this story or that story and

—What was your wife's reaction to the situation?
I think she felt relieved hi that we had made the decision and all the little turmoils here and there were over.
We could look at what we wanted to do in the future— a
new challenge. I think she felt somewhat the same way I
did. She did not know; she had been out of town until the
day before the night before I was to go down. When I left,
I didn't necessarily have any idea I was going to resign. I
felt some decision had to be made. She knew I had that in
my mind; as far as what that decision would be, I didn't
know.
—The time lapse between the time the coaches admitted dispensing illegal prescription drugs and the time you
were told of this—why do you think it happened?
I really don't know. I really would be hesitant to mention why certain things happened, until they finish their
evaluation. I do feel the chief executive officer, as I ve
said before, should know when certain things happen such
as a solicitor or someone being called into any case. That
individual is responsible for the total university m that
regard And I think that was wrong; I should have been
told directly about that. So when you ask why it happened-1 don't know right now. I have my own feelings,
but I am going to reserve those until the actual report is
finished.
—How do you think the transition period between
your administration, the interim president, and the new
president will go.?
I'm trying to do everything I can, which I think is a
responsibility I have and which I owe to the university, to
try to do as much as I can now to clear the boards—plow
the ground, so to speak—to make the transition for the new
person coming in to be able to pick up and move ahead.
It all depends a lot on the person they select for the interim, and how that person is looked upon by the faculty
and the students. It also depends on the length of time in
which it takes place.
If you're talking about only a month or so, you might
be talking about a caretaker type of thing. But it is still
important because it reflects the Board's feelings when
they select that individual for interim. So I think that is
something that can be smooth and should be smooth. But
it could have some turmoil in it.
The worst thing would happen if I tried to stay
around and help the new president. I don't think something like that is good. I think you should get out of th«
way and not even be in the area, because it is easy to sec-|
ond guess the other person. That causes problems. Someone asked if I would stay and teach. If I did, I sure would
hope I would be big enough to stay out of the way. I still
think it would put them in a rougher transition if that
took place.
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Bill Atchley
the university and be accepted. I think you have to get out
as quickly as you can and get to know the alumni, faculty,
and students. I went around and visited all 46 counties,
and I had a meeting with every department faculty,
without the chairmen. I visited with the chairmen and the
deans. I had meetings with other small groups. That was
so important to me because I could get a good feel for this
institution And verv auicklv they could get a feel for the
way I felt about things. When you do that, you don't go
out kind of like you are going to be a disciplinarian. You re
both trying to exchange information and just be truthful
with each other: "Let's get to know each other in a very
real way, because we are going to have to work together."
And I think that individual should be thinking about
working with the people and not them working for him.
He or she should evaluate his or her staff to make sure it
is a staff he or she can work with, and loyalty is so important. People working with you should have loyalty to the
individual—that kind of respect. Respect is something
you have to gain. Loyalty is something you should demand.
—If you could name one accomplishment you felt was
your most important, what would it be?
Well, I don't know. I guess there are many things that
I think are highlights. Actually, getting my first milliondollar endowment, the largest one ever given, a milliondollar chair for free enterprise, certainly was a big
highlight in my career here. But I'd say when you sum a
lot of things up, the most satisfying has been developing
the governing structure and the communication structure
that have brought, at least faculty, students, and administrators, closer together. One of my biggest goals was
something people said couldn't be done at universities:
you couldn't get to the point where the faculty and the
students and the administrators would trust each other. 1
think we are close to that. I think that has been an accomplishment because I don't think people even at other
universities felt this could be done. I've had people irom
other institutions who have come in and tell me that they
felt that atmosphere was here. Some will say it wasn t
because of you, Bill Atchley; it was always there. I don't
believe it was always there because when I first arrived on
this campus it was not there.

—How do you want to be remembered as president of
the university?
Oh I guess 1 would like to be remembered as you
gave more to the university than you took away; you were
fair in your judgements; you were brave enough to stand
up for principles and make those decisions that had to be
made; you were honest and had the integrity to to that.
Everybody likes to be liked as a person. But I think I
want to be known as a human being, a humanist. I want to
be known as one who in six years brought this university
from one level that was maybe not quite as dynamic as it
is now that I've pumped in a lot of electricity into the en—What do you think will be the new president's big- vironment, that we all feel we are part of the team I want.
to feel that people will think "Bill Atchley passed through
gest challenge?
I believe the biggest challenge will be to get to know here and left all of that for us." And 1 am proud of that.
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Student Senate appropriates funds, endorses ARA
by Susie Banks
staff writer
The Student Senate passed the
"Budget Appropriations Bill of
1985-86" at Monday night's
meeting. This bill included
budget recommendations for 100
student organizations.
The only changes made from
the Finance Committee's recommendations involved funding for
the American Chemical Society
and the American Institute of
Chemical Engineers. Senator
John Cook proposed to increase
the AICE's budget from $899 to
$1890 to cover travel expenses.
This money would have been
taken from 11 different clubs in
amounts ranging from $40 to
$100. Because this club could
later receive emergency funding,
the senate rejected the proposal.

A proposal was made to reduce
the ACS's suggested budget of
$471 by $144, and give the
money to the AICE. This money
was to be used by the ACS to
travel to Alabama, but the club
decided not to travel there. This
proposal was accepted'.
Douglas Bone proposed that
the Society of Physics Students
be funded an extra $280 for
honorarium and travel. However,
the club was funded only $20
because the group did not send a
representative to the Finance
Budget meetings.
The panel from the Finance
Committee stated that any club
which did not show up for the
meetings should not have received
any funding, and the $20 was a
"gift." It also stated that these
clubs would be ineligible to receive emergency funding. Bone

explained that the reason the
club had no representative was
simply that "they goofed."
Tim Jones reported that a
three-man committee made up of
the dean of Student Life, the
university business manager and
the Student Senate chairman of
the Food and Health Committee
have sent their recommendation
to President Atchley and to the
state for ARA Food Services to
win the five-year contract for dining services on campus.
Positions for cabinet appointments were approved by acclamation at the meeting. The following individuals were presented
and officially approved by the
Senate to serve as chairmen.
Susan Norris, research and
development; Brooks Smith,
communications/public relations; Joel Ledbetter, treasurer;

Wally DesChamps, activities;
Roseann Woodham, Greek Liaison; Susan Eckart, organizations; Terry Meekins, junior
staff; Greg Smalls, elections;
Tracy Masters, secretary; Wilson
Sheldon, student services; and
Jerry Middleton, executive
assistant.
The attorney general is Cathy
Barrineau. Also, the following
will serve on the Supreme Court:
David DuBose, Cathi DuRant,
Mary Anna Hopkins, Jill Barker,
and Kevin McCarter. The Trial
Court will be seated with: Cal
Aycock, Kenny Bowland,
Kimberly Bates, Mitch Blasko,
Cheryl Runey, and Keith Marcus.
The senate also appointed six
students to three university committees. Frank Travilago, Jeff
Poland, and Ally Fuqua were appointed to the Teaching Resources

and Effectiveness Committee.
Patrick Freeman will serve on the
Cooperative Education Committee
for the spring semester, and Harold
Elrod will serve for the fall
semester. Francie Mizell was appointed to the Libraries Committee.
The Senate approved three
students to the Academic
Grievance Committee. They are
Mark Hughes, Martha Talbert and
Kelly Sewell.
The Senate voted to give past
Student Body Treasurer, Todd
Dowell and past Attorney General
Cathi DuRant each a $250 honorarium for their past efforts. This
money was accounted for in last
year's Student Government
budget.
A list, distributed by the
senate, of the organizations' requests, and the budgets granted
is printed on page 9.

YOUR CAREER
Be a step ahead of your competition in
securing your "CAREER." We offer
Job Placement techniques to include
resumes, tapes, and indepth counseling
by experienced recruiters.
Call Office Services, 288-8106.

GAMBE Today!

CArMJf€

For the way
you live.

•

ORDER NOW
FAMILY HAIRCUTTERS
Greenville

Clemson

Eastgate Village at
E. North St. Ext.
292-2220
Anderson
Anderson Beltline Blvd.
in front of Lowe's
261-3995

Rogers Plaza
123 Bypass
654-1902

2 Minutes
from Campus

APARTMENTS
FOR RENT
WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE
OF CAMPUS FROM $294
per month for two bedrooms, V/i baths,
water included
• 80 apartments available •
P. L. Evans Inc.
217 Pendleton Road
Clemson
654-6065
Evenings and weekends—654-3452

25% Deposit
Holds
Your Purchase
Until
August
(Balance due on del.)

OR
Select from sofas
in stock

• Other Styles
• Great Fabric
Selection
. . . also
contemporary
gifts for
• Graduation
• Weddings
• Birthdays

265 Victoria Square • Clemson, SC 29631

654-7199
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Student organizations' budgets and requests
ORGANIZATION
1. Accounting Club
2. Aeronautical Assoc.
3! Agriculture Economics Club
4. Agronomy Club
5. Alpha Phi Omega
6. Alpha Tau Alpha
7. American Assoc. of Textile Chemists
and Colorists
8. American Assoc. of Textile Technology
9. American Ceramic Society
10. American Chemical Society
11. American Institute of Architects
12. American Institute of Chemical Engineers
13. American Marketing Assoc.
14. American Nuclear Society
15. American Planning Association
16. American Society of Personnel
Administrators
17. American Society of Agricultural
Engineers
18. American Society of Civil Engineers
19. American Society of Mechanical
Engineers
20. Amateur Radio Club
21. Angel Flight
22. Arnold Air Society
23. Biochemistry Club
24. Block & Bridle Club
25. C.U. Society of Black Engineers
26. Clemson Bowling Club
27. Chi Epsilon
28. Clemson Club Football
29. Collegiate Civitan
30. Assoc. for Computing Machinery
31. Constructor's Guild
32. Council for Exceptional Children
33. Data Processing Management
34. Dixie Sky Divers
35. Clemson Dancers
36. Dairy Science Club
37. Delta Sigma Nu
38. English Club
39. Entomology Club
40. Fencing Club
41. Field Hockey Club
42. Finance Club
43. Food Science Club
44. Forest Products Research Society
45. Clemson Forestry Club
46. French Club
47. FrisbeeClub
48. Clemson Collegiate FFA

REQUEST
$ 622.00
3987.00
2965.20
2229.00
3123.60
1852.50
1988.00

FUNDING
$ 159.00
3030.00
898.00
1325.00
1599.00
100.00
979.00

1575.76
1936.00
1657.00
3186.00
3396.00
810.00
1205.00
2348.00
814.00

428.00
642.00
471.00
1138.00
955.00
712.00
197.00
447.09
441.00

1435.00

597.00

1203.00
1085.00

1030.00
1075.00

3860.00
1012.00
1785.00
1694.00
4000.00
996.00
2917.24
1311.50
6127.00
398.00
1264.00
6360.10
609.00
1258.60
6442.00
2017.00
2959.00
828.50

1555.00
956.00
1127.00
773.00
3091.00
464.00
1363.00
1066.50
3139.00
362.20
425.00
862.00
272.00
405.00
1852.00
1382.00
1231.00
523.50
237.00
1609.00
2143.00
363.00
1165.00
526.00
349.20
1128.00
789.00
649.00
1129.00

440.00
2848.00
4178.86
639.00
1680.00
9022.00
720.00
1708.00
1205.00
. 3092.00
4841.00

ead Hunters

ORGANIZATION
49. Geology Club
50. German Club
51. Clemson Golf Club
52. C.U. Gospel Choir
53. Gymnastics Club
54. Clemson Horticulture Club
55. Industrial Ed. Assoc.
56. IEEE
57. International Student Assoc.
58. International Student Council
59. Joint Engineering Council
60. Clemson Lacrosse Club
61. Mathematics Club
62. Medical Technology Club
63. Microbiology Society
64. Minority Council
65. Mortar Board
66. Mu Beta Psi
67. Nat'l. Defense Trans. Assoc.
68. Ninjutsu Training Hall
69. Clemson Outing Club
70. Pamoja
71. Company C-4, Pershing Rifles
72. Phi Psi
73. Pi Alpha Xi
74. Society of Physics Students
75. Pi Mu Epsilon
76. Pre-vetClub
77. Psychology Club
78. Clemson Rangers
79. C.U. Rod & Gun Club
80. Rodeo Club
81. Clemson Rugby Club
82. Russian Club
83. C.U. Sailing Club
84. S.A.M.
, ,
85. Society of Engineers Technology
86. Sociology Club
87. Clemson Snow Ski Club
88. S.C. Recreation & Park Society
89. Speakers Bureau
90. Sports Car Club
91. Student Government
92. Student Mechanization Club
93. University Recording Society
94. Water Ski Club
95. C.U. White Water Club
96. C.U. Wildlife Society
97. Society of Women Engineers
98. C.U. Women's Soccer Club
99. Zoology Club
100. Student Nursing

REQUEST
1705.00
1183.40
416.60
5318.00
1836.00
5694.84
1177.05
4773.00
610.00
430.00
233.00
5783.80
345.00
1477.00
1057.00
3039.15
1398.00
1260.00
1086.70
785.00
1132.00
13148.00
6549.40
875.00
752.00
1080.00
290.00
1352.00
2240.00
1840.00
1405.00
4500.00
6950.20
950.00
2506.88
628.70
558.00
425.00
3208.00
2285.00
39600.00
986.40
13549.33
1367.56
1670.00
4355.10
3412.55
921.00
946.49
2256.80
2339.40
247.00

FUNDING
1240.00
589.60
269.00
2160.00
1289.50
1162.00
40.00
1529.00
590.00
25.00
135.00
3331.40
300.00
565.50
291.00
774.00
1160.00
635.00
635.00
725.00
634.00
2346.00
1486.50
230.00
532.00
20.00
235.00
890.00
793.00
660.00
395.00
1080.00
2785.00
350.00
1761.00
428.70
379.00
110.00
1077.00
880.00
20600.33
613.00
10353.18
1096.00
206.90
3450.00
2385.00
444.00
401.70
1258.20
952.00
15.25

PSc'h P*y Shoes©*

■HNRSTVIISTS

Body Wave Special
includes shampoo, cut, conditioner, wave,
$

22.95 Good with Karen, Kim and Carmen, only
• style cuts Only with this ad

I VICTORIA SQUARE

Oneway)

• Body Waves

654-2599 *"**» stud.ni Prtces,

APPALACHIAN TRAIL

OUTFITTERS
2,11 CollegeAve.
Clemson, S.C.
(803)654-1737
RELIEF FOR AFRICA DAY
Vi (50%) of all proceeds
goes to relief funds
FRIDAY, APRIL 26
All t-shirts Vi off
Selected shorts 50% off

I

Sate prices good thru Sun. MasterCard, Via* or Choke. Open earnings. G open Sun. 16pm.
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Faculty awarded for excelling in research
Three engineering faculty
members have recently been
honored by their college for
achievement in teaching and
research, Dean of Engineering
Charles Jennett announced.
Jay Lathrop, electrical and
computer engineering, and Ben
Sill, civil engineering, received
the McQueen Quattlebaum Faculty
Achievement Awards, a collegewide award given annually.
Robert Nowack, also of Civil
engineering, received the Byars
Prize for Excellence in Teaching,
which goes to an outstanding
faculty member in an engineer-

ing mechanics discipline.
Lathrop, who earned his
bachelor's, master's, and doctoral
degrees from the
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, came here in 1968
from Texas Instruments, where
he helped develop the integrated
circuit. He also was co-inventor
of a miniature solar cell that was
patented in 1979, and he directs
the nation's only solar cell
reliability research facility.
He is currently involved in a
nationwide research project aimed
at perfecting very large scale in-

tegration technology. Lathrop
principle investigator on a
million-plus dollar project to
tudy VLSI reliability.
Sill received his bachelor's and
master's degrees from N.C. State
University and his doctorate
from Virginia Polytechnic Institute. He has been here since
1976, having formerly served as
staff environmental engineer for
Duke Power. He was also
Oak Ridge Associated Universities Research Fellow at the Oak
Ridge National Laboratory.
Much of Sill's research has

been aimed at preventing beach
erosion by testing seawalls and
other preventive measures with
an on-campus wave generator of
his own design. He also helped
design Clemson's 50-foot wind
tunnel, which is calculated to
simulate outdoor conditions for
research on effects of wind, tornadoes, and hurricanes on people
and property.
Nowack has won the Byars
Prize for two consecutive years,
and also received the Alumni
Master Teacher Award in 1976.
He was named Educator of the

Year in 1978 by the Piedmont
chapter of the S.C. Society of
Professional Engineers.
Nowack, whose research ininterests center around the use of
computers in engineering education
tion, received his bachelor's
degree in mathematics from
Carnegie-Mellon and master's
degree from the University of
Pittsburgh. He has served as a
scientific programmer at Lockheed Aircraft Co. and a research
mathematician with the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration.

and Sue
We'll
miss you.

C7bv42—.
</-*t,*./iX

Launch hour. Throttles are at full
power as a supersonic roar sweeps
across the flight deck. And you're
the pilot.
The catapult fires and G forces
slam you back into your seat. Seconds later, you're punching a hole
in the clouds and looking good.
Nothing beats the excitement of

Navy flying. And no other job
can match the kind of management responsibility you get so
quickly in the Navy.
The rewards are there, too.
Around-the-world travel opportunities with a great starting
salary of $19,200. As much
as $33,600 after four vears with

promotions and pay increases.
Take off for tomorrow in the
Navy. With top-level training
to help you build technical and
managerial skills you'll use for
a lifetime. Don't just settle into
a job; launch a career. See your
Navy Recruiter or

CALL 800-327-NAVY.

NAVY OFFICERS GET RESPONSIBILITY FAST.
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Housing
continued from page 1
could break a window to crawl
out onto the ledge."
Plans for renovating Johnstone in the future are being discussed. New carpeting is being
installed in all sections.
The air conditioner system in
two sections of Johnstone will
also be refurbished. "This decision concerning the air conditioning system has nothing to do
with the clips on the windows,"
said Watkins. "It's just something that has to be done."
Housing rates are not being
raised this year for the first time
in many years. Housing rates
have increased substantially
since the 1982-83 school year.
The 1982-83 semester rate for
Calhoun Courts was $575. For
the 1985-86 school year, the
semester rent will be $700—an
increase of $125 in just three

years. Clemson House has had a
$110 increase in room rents since
the 1982-83 school year.
Further renovations on campus this summer include reroofing Sanders and Young Halls.
"The other shoeboxes will probably be done at a later date," said
Watkins.
One advancement oti campus
that is already underway is the
installation of a new telephone
system. Push button phones are
being installed all across campus.
There will be two phone jacks in
each dorm room and three jacks
in each apartment so that students can hook up their own
extensions.
There has been talk of banning
the practics of "lofting b£ds next
year. Some campuses have discussed the possibility of outlawing bed lofting because of the
supposed ffre hazards involved.

However, Watkins said the Clemson fire marshall has not, to his
knowledge, made any statements
concerning the banning of bed
lofting.
Housing in the YMCA may be
turned into offices in the future.
The final decision has yet to be
made concerning the fate of the
rooms.
Watkins predicted that the
next major focus on housing will
concern Johnstone. "Revamping
Johnstone would be such a drastic project that constructing
another high rise or low rise
would not be necessary," said
Watkins.
"A project of this size would
probably have to be done in
phases. Closing down all of Johnstone while it would be under
reconstruction would not be feasible since so many students are
housed in the complex."

m&*.
TRIPS

THE
WORKS

SIX
FLAGS
APRIL 20

STONE
MTN.

APRIL 21
CONTACT
UNION DESK

I THE WALL STREET SOUTH
INVESTMENT CLUB
will hold an important end-of-year
meeting on Thursday, April 25,
at 5 p.m. in Room 1 Sirrine.
Our Broker will also make a
presentation and liquidation
will be discussed.
I ALL MEMBERS SHOULD ATTEND!

SPEAKERS
BUREAU
Presents

LAFF- OFF
with

Kelley Rodgers
Bill Keller, and
Mike Reynolds
Tillman Auditorium
Monday at 8 pm

End your
semester
with a laugh!t
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Bioengineering leaps ahead, speaker says
by Arun Shanbhag
staff writer
"The body is perhaps the most
hostile environment the engineer
has ever had to design anything
to work in," said Samuel
Hulbert, president of RoseHulman Institute of Technology,
in Indiana. He spoke on "Biomaterials—A Personal View of
the Past and the Future" in Lee
Hall Auditorium April 11.
This talk was sponsored by the
bioengineering department under the auspices of the Hunter
Honors Lecture. Incidentally,
Hulbert was the first head of

Clemson's department of bio
engineering.
Hulbert gave an overview of
the numerous organs and devices
that have been designed to work
within the body. "The body has a
natural tendency to reject any
foreign body," Hulbert said. This
has been the major hurdle biomaterialists face when designing an
implant.
Hulbert explained the major
difficulties encountered in the
design of the heart valve. "A collaboration between the engineer
and the clinician has been essential," Hulbert said. Presently
80,000 Americans per year re-

ceive a heart valve implant.
The Starr-Edwards heart valve
initially used a silicone rubber
ball. However, this proved too
brittle for use within the body
and often cracked. Flow patterns
were turbulent and created problems of their own. Wear and fatigue of the struts was also a major problem, according to
Hulbert.
Jerry Klawitter improved on
the hinged design; his improved
version is presently the most accepted. "I believe that Jerry's
valve is the best in the world."
Hulbert said. Klawitter is the
first graduate of the university's

department of bioengieneering
and was later a faculty member
here.
The artificial hearts program is
coming along pretty well,
Hulbert said. At the present design level, and with improvements in surgical techniques, a
person can live with it for five
years.
Kidney failure by dialysis is
now less prone to infection. The
artificial ear is another
biomaterials success.
Hulbert also discussed other
achievements. The artificial eye
is basically a pair of glasses with
a TV camera pickup, with the

processed signals being sent to
the brain to stimulate light patterns.
Artificial bone is presently being used in dental restoration
and its use in the field of orthopedics is being investigated.
Also, the hip prosthesis is successful with more than 10,000
Americans using ceramic hips,
according to Hulbert.
The artificial arm and the artificial knee are capable of functioning well, and an implantable
tooth is currently being developed. "The field of biomaterials
has come in late, but is definitely

Week quiet
"The 1985 spring semester
seems to be ending quietly,"
Thea McCrary, university police
investigator, said.

Police BeaT
As of this week, there have
been approximately 60 motor
vehicle accidents, 70 cases of
vandalism, and numerous cases
of petty larceny and other theft
reported during this semester.
University police were notified
of five cases of auto vandalism.
Lisa McCloy reported her car
damaged in the R-l lot around
4 p.m., April 12. Another car was
reported damaged in the R-2 lot
at around 3 p.m. Sunday.
Robert G. Schmelzer's car,
which was parked in the P-Flant
lot Sunday, was vandalized.
William E. Kennedy reported his
car vandalized while it was parked
behind the YMCA at around 7:30
p.m. that same day.
Only two motor vehicle accidents were investigated by the
CUPD in the past week. The
first, which involved Loren B.
Baron, Elinor Baron, Rebecca E.
Reynolds, and Sid Reynolds, occurred on Cherry Road near
South Palmetto around 3 p.m.
April 9.

TheMetron
is not a new
subway system
in Venice.

85-86 Rally
Cats chosen
The 1985-86 Rally Cat squad
was chosen April 4 at the conclusion of a four-day dance clinic in
Littlejohn Coliseum. Sixty girls
tried out for the 14-member
squad.
Five girls who were on the
squad for two consecutive years
were selected automatically,
leaving nine available positions
for the girls trying out.
The following dancers were
chosen: Dawn Barnett, captain;
Gay James, co-captain; Dana
Stenson, uniform chairman, and
Jan Scott, music chairman. The
rest of the squad is comprised of
Connie Ransdale, Vickie Medler,
Toni Tolbert, Brandy Strickland,
Julie Bennett, Angel Kinard,
Allison Alvarez, Susan Waldrop,
Haven Long, and Diane Utz.
Pam Pollock was chosen first
alternate.
Judging was based on dancing
ability, knowledge of routines,
overall appearance, and personality. No interviews were conducted, and the participants
were designated numbers, which
were used throughout the clinic
and tryouts.

In Venice? Underwater? Are
you kidding? We're talking about
a complex, intricate network.
A sink-or-swim proposition. Just
like your college career.
You know what happens
when all the parts get out of
sync. Frustration. Confusion.
Who needs it?
With all you have to fit into

your schedule, classes and clubs,
sports and parties, not to mention
a good night's sleep, you understand balance. A healthy sense
of moderation in all things,
including alcohol. You call it
common sense. We call it Metron.
No matter what you call it, the
Metron's the system that gets
you where you want to go.

*

METRON

Quality & excellence in life.

to<M
' 1985 Ariolph Coors Company, Golden, CO 80401 Brewer of fine quality beers since 1873.3488.
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Honor society initiates over 100
according to Yandle, this is not
enough.
Yandle said that in addition to
rational thinking, one must have
inspiration to be truly successful.
He implored the initiates to find
something that was inspiring to
them so that they, too, could
have a successful life.
Yandle served as executive
director for the Federal Trade
Commission for two years. He
has co-authored five economics
books and numerous journal articles.

Society president Mike Moran
presented the National Phi Kappa
Phi Fellowship Award to Allison
Smith. The award consists of a
$6000 scholarship to seniors who
plan to go to graduate school.
She was one of 50 recipients nationwide to receive the award.
One hundred seventy-two seniors
applied.
Bruce Yandle, an alumni professor of economics at the univer:
sity, was the guest speaker for
the evening. He spoke on the importance of the ability to reason
in today's college graduates, but

by John Padgett
staff writer
One-hundred five undergraduates and six graduate
students were initiated into Phi
Kappa Phi Honor Society at its
banquet Wednesday.
Phi Kappa Phi is the only
senior-level honor society at the
university that is open to
students in all disciplines of
study. Initiates' gprs must be in
the top 10 percent of all seniors
and the top 5 percent of all
juniors

We can make
your IRA
work harder so
you don't have
to work longer.

Student Government to sponsor forum
will be interested in attending
the forum. "This is something
that affects all the students and I
do hope there will be a good
turnout."
He also urges any students
who have ideas that they would
like to submit to the Student
Government to attend the forum.
Student Government is also
sponsoring World Hunger Day
April 25. World Hunger Day is a
program in which students give

Student Government is sponsoring an open forum for students to express their views
about the screening process for a
new president Thursday, April 25,
at 7 p.m. in the Student Senate
Chambers, according to Student
Body President Matt Locke.
"I want to get the students' input on what type of university
president they would like to
have," he said.
Locke hopes that all students

Bioengineering award given
Orthopedic surgeon Emmet
Lunceford, who died in an
airplane crash earlier this year,
was awarded the bioengineering
department's Samuel Hulbert
Award April 11 for his contributions to the field.
Lunceford was serving as team
physician for the University of
South Carolina basketball team
at the time of his death.
"Dr. Lunceford had been

£„.. *U^ A,*,r r»r»*-trti*/4ir»rr
up a_ meal1 for
the day, according
to Locke.
The money that would normally go to the purchasing of the
food will go to several charities
such as USA for Africa, Meals on
Wheels in Clemson and Anderson, and OXFAM, an organization that sponsors self-help
around the world.
All university dining halls are
taking part in the program.

selected as this year's recipient
of the Hulbert Award several
months before his death," said
Andreas von Recum, bioengineering department head. "He
had worked with our department
since 1972, and had been a major
influence on our faculty and
students. To a great extent, his
efforts helped us develop our program and gain national recognition."

Writer Carolyn Chute will conduct an informal discussion on
writing at 3:30 p.m., Monday,
April 22, in 206 Strode Tower. At
7:30 p.m. she will read from her
first novel, The Beans of Egypt,
Maine,in 108 Strode.
Her novel trails the lives of the
poverty-striken Bean family. The
book, published by Ticknor and
Fields, is in its sixth printing,

Edward D. Jones fr
rNwVM Stock EieMn»i

1985 COLLEGE^EWSPAPER
CREATIVE ADVERTISING COMPETITION

ATLANTA AREA • EXCELLENT WAGES
• full-time summer positions
• Saturday work in May
• work outdoors
• can develop into a career opportunity
Call Rick Baird (404) 934-2310
Coupon

Tony Turner
302-C College Ave.
Clemson, SC 29631
654-5556

Writer speaks

SUMMER JOBS

—

Don't settle for low interest on your
IRA. I can show you a range of IRA
plans that match your financial
goals, and help you earn more for
retirement. You can even have
different IRA's for diversity. Call me
today for the details.

^ATIONALWINNING ENTRY

1

6541103 COLUMBO'S PIZZA 654-1103
Clemson's Lowest Prices

New Location: Now at the old
Dairy Queen on Frontage Road
FAST . . . FREE . . . DELIVERY

Lancer ES. The "New Dodge."

FREE DRINK OFFER—FOR EACH:
LARGE 2 or more topping pizza
c
o
a
3
o
U

MEDIUM 2 or more topping pizza
SMALL 2 or more topping pizza

Another Innovative accompllihment crowned with superiority.
Throughout this great nation, there exists a
wealth of knowledge waiting to be
discovered. Discover the wnart car for the
smart buyer ... '85 Dodge Lancer ES. The
first American touring sedan of its kind with
front-wheel drive and a fine balance of
European style. When you ignite Lancer ES'i
all-powerful electronically fuel-injected
2 2-lrter engine, you'll encounter a true
champion. Available with turbochargtng and
five-speed manual overdrive, it forms an
awesome powerhouse of high performance,
without sacrificing fuel efficiency.

Receive one 2-liter Coke

Two 16-oz. Drinks
One 16-oz. Drink

LARGE THREE-TOPPING PIZZA
AND TWO-LITER COKE
REG. $11.60 FOR $9.90
(Thick crust may be substituted as a topping.)

o
o
e

■a
o
3

European handling suspension with
nitrogen-charged shocks, steel-belted radials.
and rack-and-pinion power steering grant
MAKE A SMART DECISION . .

NOT VALID WITH OTHER SPECIALS

rimiy on rngnr. powfn'K

Please tell phone person which coupon
or special to receive credit

L

Coupon

LANCER IS THE ANSWER

/g^VTV/rV-tWJ

Expires May 15, 1985
USE OUR COUPONS OR USE THEIRS.
WE ACCEPT ALL COMPETITORS'
COUPONS AND SPECIALS.
Offer Good Through Spring Term 1985

you the license to rule the road. Its refined
interior comfortably seats five with reclining
jport bucket seats and is equipped with
virtually every electronic convenience,
including a remarkable AM/FM stereo sound
system and a fully electronic instrument
cluster. In back, there's a concealed versatile
fifth door and folding split rear seats. Built to
world class standards. Lancer ES delivers the
ultimate in Dodge performance with an
unparalleled balance of response and
function, at an affordable price, ffs even
backed by our 5- year/50.000-mile Protection
Plan* See your Dodge dealer to buy or
lease* Buckle down for success and buckle
up for safety

f txxty (uM-(T«ouyi

CONGRATULATIONS TO Steven M. Hirsch, U. of Illinois
The Dodqe Division ol The New Chrysler Corporation is very proud to present the award-winning work ot the FfrS Place National Winner in the 1985
College Newspaper Creative Advertising Competition. A blue-ribbon panel ot c
J L.,
Judgfs representing the College Media Advisors and advertising profession- bDOnSOred Dy
als selected this entry Irom among those submitted by students at 100 colleges and universities around the country. The Judges are pleased to honor
the outstanding originality, creativity,
and presentation ol this entry.
■
->.

CMA

JOHNB DAMOOSE

J

GENERAL MARKETING MANAGER

DODGE
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Parking changes to ease loading, unloading
Because of past traffic problems students faced when
unloading and loading to return home, the campus police
have changed a few things in the exit procedure that they
hope will alleviate the difficulties of previous years.

News Digest
"What we call it," said Bill Pace, director of parking
and traffic, "is an exit plan for students to be able to get
in closer to the dorms to load their vehicles so they can go
home."
The 30-minute spaces around the dorms will be changed
to two-hour parking for unloading. Spaces on Palmetto
Boulevard, from Highway 93 to the drive behind
Schilleter, will be available for east campus students. The
small drive in Calhoun Courts will also be open on a twohour basis.
On west campus, the Physical Plant lot and part of
the lot behind the Shoeboxes will be available for loading.
The remaining areas around Johnstone Hall and the
fraternity quadrangle will be open as in previous
semesters.
Students will receive a more detailed letter concerning these procedures within the next week.

Comedians to speak
Three comedians who have been featured on national
television are the final guests scheduled to speak in the
Speaker's Bureau lineup in Tillman Auditorim at 8 p.m.
Monday.
Kelley Rodgers, Bill Keller, and Mike Reynolds have
all entertained at New York's premier comedy club,
"Catch a Rising Star."
"We're trying to end the semester with something
humorous just before exams," Sam Konduros, chairman
of the Speaker's Bureau, said.

Angel Flight wins awards
For the second year in a row, Clemson's Angel Flight
received the Puget Sound Cup, which is awarded annually
to the medium size flight that best fulfills the Angel
Flight mission. The award was presented at the Joint Na-

tional Conclave held in Pittsburgh, Pa., April 4-9.
Angel Flight is a coed social service organization that
supports the campus Community, Air Force, Air Force
ROTC and. the Arnold Air Society. Arnold Air Society is a
professional honorary organization of AFROTC cadets.
Maj. Dennis H. Sattler, Angel Flight, and
Maj. Rudolf Anderson, Jr., squadron of the Arnold Air
Society, attended the meeting. Angel Flight received
nominations for several national awards.
Christopher Ayers received the Colonel A.T. Reid
Crimson Glory Award for the Arnold Air Society member
who best supports Angel Flight. Kristin Chaput was given
the National Commanders Award for her service as area
commander. Several other cadets received gifts or certificates of appreciation.
Colonel Lewis Jordan, the professor of aerospace
studies at the university, became a National Honorary
Angel. Lt. Colonel Michael Frazier Jr. acquired the Silver
Arnold Air Society distinguished service medallion for being an outstanding adviser.

Biology exam record broken
More than 1,400 middle and high school students
registered for the biology merit exam last Friday, setting
an attendance record for the six-year-old program.
The students, representing schools from all over the
state, competed for trophies and prizes in the test administered by the biology program.
"The purpose of the merit exam is to recognize and
promote outstanding achievement in the biological
sciences," said Bill Surver, professor of biology and program organizer.

Sigma Nu wins again
For the 23rd time in 26 years, Sigma Nu Fraternity
won "The Cup," which distinguished the overall best
social fraternity on campus. The fraternity was awarded
this trophy at the conclusion of Greek Day activities on
Saturday. The Sigma Nus captured first place awards in
four of the five categories judged to determine the winner.
The categories were overall sports, Greek Week sports,
scholarship, (for the highest gpr among fraternities),
Fraternity Sing, and Homecoming. The only category
which Sigma Nu did not receive a first place award in was

Homecoming, in which they received third place honors,
Tifn Kennedy, Commander of Sigma Nu, stated that "the
brothers of Sigma Nu worked hard all year to win this
award, and it goes to show you that a strong sense of
brotherhood and determination really can pay off."

Survey on IPTA Y to begin
The IPTAY Student Advisory Board will survey
students Wednesday on their thoughts of IPTAY, according to Scott MacLean, I SAB president.
ISAB members will be stationed outside Harcombe
and Schilleter dining halls to poll students Wednesday
from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
"Our main goal is to ask students what they know
about IPTAY and ISAB," MacLean said, "and to get some
feedback on how the students would like ISAB to help
them.
"We can better perform our duties by getting some in
put from students."
ISAB serves as a liaison between students and
IPTAY.
New officers for the club were elected in April.
MacLean was elected president; Chap Jones, vice president; and Belva White, secretary.

Students win award
University students won first place overall in their
division of the Emory University Intercollegiate Business
Game, an annual competition in which college teams make
business decisions simulating those in actual industry.
According to Joe Louderback, professor of accounting and team advisor, the students spent five weeks running the imaginary "ET Phone Company."
"Business decisions regarding production, sales,
financing and personnel were sent via telephone hookup
to the computer at Emory twice a week," he said. "At the
end of the five-week period, the team traveled to Atlanta
to present their case."
The team outscored competitors from Harding University, the College of William and Mary, Washington
and Lee University, and the University of Cincinnati.
Executives of the ET Phone Company were Karen
Price of Greenville, Steven Bacon and Eric Kaplan of
Dunwoody, Ga., Linda Roosa of Kennett Square, Pa., and
Kathy McNulty of West Venice, Fla.

College Radiothon
to benefit the T. J. Martell Foundation
for Leukemia and Cancer

WSBF-FM 88
April 18, 19 and 20
Tune in for great giveaways!
Call 656-2279 to win
MAKE A PLEDGE FOR LIFE
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
In honor of Wilb'am Shakespeare's
birthday, Sigma Tau Delta is sponsoring
a reading of his sonnets Tuesday, April
23, in front of the library from 11 a.m. until 1 p-m.
The Alpha Phi Omega pledge class
would like to congratulate the winners of
the Grand Tan Swimsuit Contest held
April 10. They are as follows: Wanda
Warren (first), Lynn Lugering (second),
and Tracie Thompson (third). We also
want to thank the emcee, Greg Dodson,
and the judges, Mary Rose, David Pinion,
Thomas Wolfe, and Miguel Nido.
Woodstock will be shown Tuesday,
April 23, in Edgar's at 4 p.m. and 8 p.m.
Admission is 50 cents. The movie is part
of the English 209 Film Series.
The Clemson Weight Club will sponsor
a Bench Press Contest Friday, April 26,
at the Union Plaza. Weigh-in is at 4 p.m.
at Fike. The event is open to all Clemson
students, faculty, staff,' and Weight Club
members. Call Ray at 3172 or 639-4192
after 6 p.m.
The Oconee Migrants Ministry will hold
its next meeting Thursday, April 25, at
7:15 p.m. at the Beaverdam Baptist
Church on Highway 123 in Seneca. The
group will be formalizing plans for the
1985 apple season. The community is invited to attend.
Attention prepharmacy students—
Dr. Farid Sadik, dean of the College of
Pharmacy at USC, will be on campus
April 24 from 9:30 a.m. until 1:30 p.m. to
talk to students interested in a career in
pharmacy. He will be in room 150 Long

Hall, and all students are invited to stop
by. Call Ken Wagner (2418) for more information.
St. Andrew's Catholic Church is having
a parish picnic Sunday, April 21, at 12:30
at Y-beach. Dress casually - there will be
an outdoor mass, softball, volleyball, and
sunbathing. Hamburgers, etc., will be provided for students. Students who need
rides should meet at the church parking
lot between 12:15 and 12:20. If anyone
can help set up, please come early.
The Gamma Mu chapter of Sigma
Theta Tau and Clemson University College of Nursing present Student Presentation Day April 22. Programs will be
presented from 4:30 until 6:30 p.m. in the
College of Nursing building. The public is
invited to attend.

CLASSIFIEDS
Highlands Country Club on Dillard
Road, Highlands, N.C., is now accepting
applications of the position of lifeguard
for the upcoming May through October
season. Applications may be picked up at
the Highlands Country Club administrative office on Highway 106 or call 704526-2181. Interviewing will begin immediately.
Refrigerator for sale: 1.7 cubic feet,
brown, excellent condition. Call Debbie at
656-6134.
Porsche 914: 1973 with 1.7 engine, less
than 300 miles on rebuilt engine. Green
exterior, black interior. Must sell, just
bought new car. $3450. 224-5859 (home)
or 879-6953 (work).

House for rent. Close to Ingles, three
bedrooms, partially furnished. Nonsmokers. Upperclassmen or graduate
students. Available for summer or school
year lease. No pets. References and
deposit. $90 per student per month, plus
utilities. Call 654-1505.
Mobile home for rent. Two bedrooms,
furnished, excellent condition. Close to
Ingles. Non-smokers. Upperclassmen or
graduate students. Available for summer
or school year lease. No pets. References
and deposit. $150 for two or $100 for one,
plus utilities. Call 654-1505.
For sale: two one-way airline tickets
from Charlotte to New Orleans May 18.
$69 each. Call 654-2023.
Watch found Friday on tennis courts.
Contact tennis coach to claim.
Hilton Head Island-loving, energetic,
creative, wholesome person wanted to
care for two little girls in our home near
the beach. Live-in and salary. Nonsmoker. Phone collect, 785-3456 (days) or
671-3091 (evenings).
Wanted: persons to share lovely home
in Greenville. 288-0601. $175 per month.
Male roommate wanted to share apartment in Central. Rent: $75 per month (hot
and cold water included) plus half of
utilities. Willing to rent either summer
session and/or fall semester. May be able
to furnish transportation to Clemson. For
more information, call Jim anytime at
639-6900.
Government jobs. $15,000-$50,000/year
possible. All occupations. Call 805687-6000, ext. R-3405, to find out how.

Coeds, modeling: photographic, sportswear, etc. Spring/summer '85. Rewarding
opportunity, experience not required.
Send photo/description to Studios, Box
111312, Pittsburgh, Pa., 15238.
Make hundreds of dollars per year as
postering representative working for major corporations on your campus. Call
800-245-6665 for more information.
The Clemson Typing Service—offering
professional word processing to students
and faculty at reasonable rates. Call
654-8124 after 5:30 weekdays and anytime on weekends.
PERSONALS
Road Warriors-Get the mo for
ACCs-C and S.
Randy Hunt-Your glasses were
found in a mud puddle located near the
Auburn University police station. As
president of the university, I thin'' it
would be gneiss if you would get your
schist together and stop taking things for
granite.-O.R.G. Leverite.
Happy 20th, Beth!-Love, Brian.
Senior Bond-Have a wildly Italian
time in Florence this summer. - RAO.
Clay Fellers, Happy 20th birthday;
we're glad you'll soon be of age. But
remember, ninth grade Rita will get you
25 years. - Koolbreeze and the Sockstealer.
Tommy B. —Where you be?-N. Abe
User.
Willie and Dave-So we give a discount
over 8. Sorry, guys, you missed it by
about4.-R.B.C. 1-206.

TIGERAMA'85
THEME: CINEMA CLEMSON
(ANY MOVIE THEME)

ALL INTERESTED ORGANIZATIONS
SHOULD SUBMIT TOP THREE CHOICES
TO JERRY EMORY, BOX 4092,
UNIVERSITY STATION, CLEMSON, S.C.,
BY AUGUST 30.
IF THERE ARE ANY QUESTIONS,
CALL STUDENT LIFE AT 656-2153.
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card catalog system, which should
be phased out by 1987. The new
system should help to save the
library money in maintenance costs.
Drug investigation
Discovery of the prescription drug
phenylbutazone in the body of Stijn
Jaspers, who died in his room
Oct. 19, spurred an investigation of
the athletic department by the State
Law Enforcement Division.
Chemistry building
Another addition to the university
is the new chemistry building being
built behind Sirrine Hall. The
building, to which $11.6 million has
been allocated, should be completed
by fall of 1986.
The Chronicle
The Chronicle was recognized as a
student organization by the Student
Senate in April. The revival came
after a two-year absence of the
student magazine, which contains
literary work, feature articles,
photography, and art.

Stories by
Vineeta Ambasht, I
Robert Seel, and T<
Photography by
Rob Biggersta
and Chrifc(

Rally
Following Atchley's resignation,
2,000-4,000 students rallied in his
support, and marched to Sikes Hall
to present him with a petition in his
favor March 13.
>1

Bill Atchley

Rarely did the news media have to
worry when covering the university;
something was always "going on."
While the year was a time of
growth, it was also shaken with
tumultuous event after tumultuous
event.
The death of a runner marked the
beginning of a seemingly endless
controversy which, at times, seemed
to tear the university apart. The
controversy led to several
resignations among the
administration and staff.
Resignations
President Bill Atchley resigned
from his position effective July 1
following a seven-hour executive
session of the Board of Trustees
March 1. His departure will mark
the end of a six-year term.
Athletic Director Bill McLellan, in
resigning from his position March 1,
ended his 14-year term as head of
the athletic department. McLellan,
who has served the university for
nearly 29 years, is currently being
reassigned to another position in the
university outside of the athletic
department.
Men's track coach Stanley S.
Narewski and women's track coach
and university strength coordinator
Sam L. Colson resigned from their
respective positions Dec. 11.

Atchley had suspended the two in
light of the SLED investigation into
the death of Stijn Jaspers.
Appointments
The Board of Trustees established
a Screening Committee to review all
applicants for the university
presidency, who will then be
channeled to the Selection
Committee.
The Board plans to announce an
interim president June 29, and the
new president Oct. 1.
Bobby Robinson, who had served
as associate athletic director and
interim athletic director, was named
to replace McLellan in mid-March.
Wade Williams of the Virginia
Military Institute was named
director of track and cross country
for men and women in January.
Gary Wade was named strength
and conditioning coach to replace
Colson. Wade worked for the Detroit
Lions.
LUIS
The R.M. Cooper library took a
step toward the future in January
when the Library User Information
System was installed. The computer
was installed on campus with funds
provided by the Blue Key Honor
Fraternity.
LUIS will eventually replace the

Censorship
A partially nude scene from
"Equus" was censored by the
administration at the end of
February. This action incensed the
Clemson Players, who performed the
play under protest Feb. 26-March 2.
Ray Sawyer officially resigned as
director of the production in
response to the censorship.
Drinking age
South Carolina's drinking age was
again raised in January. The new
law made consumption of alcohol by
those under 20 illegal. The federal
government threatened to curtail
highway funds for those states
which do not raise the drinking age
to 21 within the next couple of
years.
Presidential visit
President Reagan visited the
campus of Greenville Technical
College Oct. 15, and Tiger band and
the Tiger mascot were on hand to
welcome him. The Tiger led cheers
of "Four more years! Four more
years!" while on the stage.
Many viewed the cheers as an
official endorsement by the
university of Reagan for the
1984-88 presidency. Others
maintained that, despite the
approaching national election, the
mascots cheers were in celebration
of the president's visit.

Richard Matuszewski
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"When it's all over . . ." This past year of
entertainment was filled with variety and excitement.
Noted comedian and actor Bill Cosby made his first
visit ever to the "Land of Orange" in celebration of
Homecoming. Cosby entertained the audience with material
from his special on cable television and, as usual, he made
good comical use of his family.
Theatre was a big part of the spectrum of
entertainment. "Jeeves takes charge," a one-man,
12-character show, made a stop in Tillman Auditorium.
Internationally acclaimed mime Keith Berger also made a
stop in Tillman, fascinating audiences with his miming
technique.
Controversy marred the entertainment scene this past
year with the play "Equus." Originally, the play was to
contain a brief scene of nudity, which was edited by the
administration. In the aftermath of the decision, Ray
Sawyer, professor of drama, officially resigned as director
of the production, citing infringement upon his creative
abilities as the reason.
Major concerts were a significant part of university
entertainment. Kenny Rogers and Dolly Parton played to
capacity audiences for two consecutive shows. On the same
weekend, Daryl Hall and John Oates touched down in
Littlejohn Coliseum on their "Big, Bam, Boom" tour as
they swept through the southeast.
Entertainment was definitely alive in '84-85.

BtGibbs,
TA Trammell

stalyan Fortune,
hrlier Goodrich
Arl by John Henry
Bill Cosby

The play 'Equus'

~%

The 1984-85 athletic season,
though tainted with the problems
and confusion surrounding the
athletic department, saw the Tiger
teams record another banner year of
performances in their respective
fields of competition.
It was a year filled with national
headlines and unwanted exposure, a
year that saw an underrated soccer
team bring home a national
championship, with the death of
runner Stijn Jaspers sending
Shockwaves through the Clemson
athletic department.
News of illegal drugs soon filled
the airways as Clemson came under
the national spotlight, which
eventually led Athletic Director Bill
McLellan to submit his resignation
after 14 years of service in that
position.
Fall
Tiger football fans entered the
1984 season with unrestrained
optimism, riding the coattails of the
Tigers being the consensus pick to
capture another National
Championship.
Clemson opened the season in
impressive fashion, pasting
Appalachian State and Virgina by a
combined 95-7 score. The victory
celebrations were short-lived,
though, as two trips to the state of
Georgia proved costly with Georgia

and Georgia Tech handing the
Tigers their first two losses of the
season and crushing any hopes of a
national title.
The Tigers rebounded to win five
straight games before losing to
Maryland and arch-rival South
Carolina to close out the season with
a 7-4 record, marking the end of
Clemson's probationary sentence.
The Tiger soccer team finished
second in the ACC, with a 17-4
overall record, and qualified for the
NCAA field. The road to the
eventual title began with a 2-1
victory of fellow ACC member NC
State, followed by a 3-1 victory over
previously undefeated Alabama
A&M, the top-ranked team in the
nation, at the time.
The next victim was regularseason ACC champion Virginia, as
the Tigers defeated the Cavaliers
1-0. The Tigers then beat UCLA
4-1 to earn a matchup with Indiana
for the championship. Indiana had
beaten the Tigers earlier in the
season 4-3, but Clemson booters
avenged that loss with a 2-1
victory.
The men's cross-country team ran
well en route to a second-place finish
in the ACC championship meet this
year. Outstanding performances
were turned in by Rob deBrouwer in
first with 24:10 and Jeff Scuffins in
third with 24:18.

The women's cross-country team
also finished second in the ACC
championship meet, with Tina Krebs
finishing in the second position with
a time of 16:40, while Judith
Shepherd brought home fourth at
17:24.
Also, the Tiger volleyball team
started under new head coach
Wayne Norris, finishing the regular
season with an 8-28 record.
Winter
The swim team complied an 8-3
overall record this year and finished
second to NC State in the ACC
championship meet. The women's
squad posted an 8-2 overall record
and finished third in the ACC meet.
The wrestling team had an 11-5
overall record, 1-1 in the ACC. The
grapplers finished a third-place
finish in the ACC tournament and
qualified three wrestlers for the
NCAA tournament: Joey McKenna,
Mark Litts, and Greg Snyder.
Spring
The women's tennis team won the
ACC regular season championship
for the fourth consecutive year by
winning four singles and two
doubles titles in last week's ACC
tournament.
Capturing ACC titles for the
Tigers were Nicole Stafford at No. 3

singles, Lisa Bobby at No. 2 singles,
Pam Menne at No. 4 singles, and
Lynne Paskert at No. 5 singles. In
doubles action, the team of Menne
and Bobby at No. 1 doubles and
Stafford and Seigler at No. 2
doubles both took ACC
championships.
The men's tennis team won the
regular season title also, and will be
seeking to win the conference title
this weekend. The No. 1 doubles
team of Richard Matuszewski and
Brandon Walters captured the
indoor doubles national
championship in Texas.
The baseball team finished in a tie
for first place for the second
consecutive season. Heading into
the ACC tournament as the second
seed as a result of a coin toss, the
Tigers have been led by the powerful
hitting of Jim McCollom and the
pitching of George Stone and John
Pawlowski.
The golf team has been
inconsistent this spring as it strives
to regain its composure for the ACC
tournament coming up this weekend.
The team has been led by the play
of John Trivison, Jim Macfie, and
Jason Griffith.
The 1984-85 Clemson athletic
season has been a successful one—in
spite of the distractions surrounding
them.
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EXAM SCHEDULE
Exam Times

Wednesday
May 1

Thursday
May 2

Saturday

Friday
May 3

May 4

Monday
May 6

Tuesday

May 7

Wednesday
May 8

2:30 MWF
8-11 a.m.

12:20 MWF
12:20 MWF,
11:00 TTh
12:20 MWF,
11:00 T

2:30 MW,
2:00 TTh

8:00 MWF
2:00-3:15 TTh

8:00 MTWF

2:00 TTh

8:00 MWThF

12:20 MWF,
11:00 Th

12:30-1:45 TTh
12:30 TTh

2:30 MWF,
2:00 T

8:00 MTWThF

2:30 MWF,
2:00 Th

8:00 MTThF

2:30 MW

1:25 MWF
1:25 MWF,
12:30 TTh
1:25 MWF,
12:30 T
1:25 MWF,
12:30 Th

2:30 MF

9:05 MWF
1-4 p.m.

9:05 MW
9:05 MF
9:05 WF

8:00-9:15 TTh

9:30-10:45 TTh

9:05 MWF,
9:30 TTh

8:00 TTh

9:30 TTh

9:05 MWF,
9:30 T
9:05 MWF,
9:30 Th
4:40 MWF
6:30-9:30 p.m.

All Wed. night
classes meeting
after
4:40 p.m.

All Thursday
night classes
meeting after
4:40 p.m.

11:15 MWF

10:10 MWF

11:15 MW

10:10 MW

11:15 MF

10:10 WF

11:15 M.W
11:15 MWF,
11:00 TTh

10:10 MWF,
9:30 TTh
10:10 MWF,
9:30 T

11:15 MWF,
11:00 Th

10:10 MWF,
9:30 Th

3:35 MWF,
2:00 TTh

3:30 TTh

10:10 MF

11:15 MWF,
11:00 T

3:35 MWF

3:30-4:45 Th

11:00-12:15 TTh
11:00 TTh

All Tuesday
night classes
meeting after
4:40 p.m.

jOBSStSSSSSSlSlSlSSlSlSlSSlSSiSiSlSSiSlSlSlSlSSSSlSSlSli

SEE YOU IN SUMMER SCHOOL
AT RIVERBANK COMMONS.
If you need to brush up on a subject or two this summer or if you just want to get ahead in your course
work, reserve a place at Riverbank Commons.
All of our condominiums are completely furnished so
you can move right in. Get all the creature comforts of
home in one of our 1- or 2-bedroom units. While they last.
^l^uuiuiCTTmmBF™^^

After classes and study sessions, check out the pool.
After all, you can only study so many hours a day.
We're filling up fast so call today for more information. 654-2876. Ask about
fall reservations, too.

CTTTg^'irWirW00""01"*^^

■jrW^MQC^WttWSrar^^
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The End
Back at the end of the tenth grade, I
remember thinking that I still had two
more years of high school and how long
it would be until I got out.

Features
Lee H all Is home for students
by Gary Franks
guest writer

"Land of the Midnight Sun." An appropriate name for Lee Hall, the home of
the university's many architecture students. The sun is a rare sight for these
dedicated students as they work day and
Spectrum
night in the confines of Lee Hall on
various projects which push them to the
limits of their creative minds.
Why do these students put themselves
HUGH
through the laborious task of working
GRAY
night after night?
"I do it because ever since I was m high
school, I've found that it is exciting to be
able to put your ideas on paper and see
Well, before I knew it, Mrs. Mathias
them grow into something beautiful, such
and Mrs. Warren's English classes turned
as an architectural structure," said Ed
into English 203/204, playing on all the
Hickman, a fourth-year architecture stusports teams turned into watching from
dent. "The amount of time it takes to do it
the stands, and the end of my sophodoesn't compare to the satisfaction I get
more year in high school became the end
from it."
of my sophomore year in college.
Architecture students are a different
Along with the end of the year comes
breed of people as compared to other stuthe flood of "good-byes," "so-longs,"
dents. They begin in high school to mold
Lee Hall is the land of the midnight
and promises of meeting for a few days
their minds to be different and unusual.
"I
chose architecture because I thought
at the beach. Some of these farewells will
This builds their creativity and diversity
it
was
just a lot of drawing, which I really
be easy to say; others may get choked a
to a point where they begin to put their
enjoy," said one ex-architecture student.
little along the way.
ideas on paper in the form of lines which
"But when I got here, I found out that I
On the top of the list of those to say
produce pictures and images. Then they
had
to do so much research and pre-planning
good-bye to are the roommates. Who
decide to enhance their talents by enrollbefore
I even got to put one line on the
else would have put up with the smelly
ing in various architecture and drawing
paper. This turned me off architecture beshoes, cluttered desk, and the fall out of
classes.
cause I just wasn't willing to spend most
bed onto his stereo? I think we should
At some point during high school, these
of my time thinking about what I'm going
have an election for roommate of the
students decide they want to go to college
to draw."
year. Mine would be a top contender.
with high aspirations of someday becomThose students who stay with the arNeighbors can't be forgotten either,
ing successful and highly paid architects.
chitecture program begin to see the rocky
especially those freshman ones who had
The hard times and the long hours which
road that they are about to take on the
to learn everything about college from
follow don't even begin to enter their
way to satisfying their desires. The first
us. These were the important things like
minds at this time, but the cold reality of
two years in the architecture program at
how to use all available "resources," and
college-level architecture courses is waitLee Hall are used to prepare the students
how to cut classes without guilt.
ing to pounce on the soon-to-be freshmen.
for the challenges that lie ahead. They are
Remember your favorite copy editor,
Once they get into a college architecalso used to prepare the students for the
too. He's the one who made the Fast
tural program, the shock from the amount
long hours they will be spending in the
Fare runs at 3 a.m. and took articles two
of work that the students undergo is often
years to come. It is perhaps this second
hours past deadline. Viel gluck, Jon.
too much for them and causes them to
aspect of preparation that is most visibly
One of the best "good-byes" goes to
choose another major. But these students
evident to the students.
the all-night study session for the test
are a minority, they are not the "true" ar"During my first two years here, I
that will decide your grade. For a few
chitecture
Cmteciure auuuciiua.
students
y
months, we'll be able to relax without
the worry of having to stay up all
night—to study, anyway.
, c
i^
We can say "so-long" to a bunch of
mittee is to inform students and faculty
by John Padgett
smaller things, also:
members who wish to work with scouting
staff writer
• worrying about whether or not your
about local troups and statewide scouting
car would be towed in the time it
activities. There are currently two active
"Once a scout, always a scout."
takes to bring in the groceries;
At least that's the way it is, according troops in town, and another which is
• remembering the quiz in the 8 o'clock
to David Davis, chairman of the scouting searching for a scoutmaster.
class that you were planning to skip;
Alpha Phi Omega itself charters an excommittee of Alpha Phi Omega fraternity,
• Not remembering the quiz in the
which is a national service fraternity based plorer post, which is a branch of scouting
8 o'clock class that you were planon the ideals of scouting but open to designed for older scouts, ranging from
ning to skip.
age 15 to 21. It was established in order to
everyone.
Now that all the goodbyes are out of
have a stronger tie with local scouting
The main objective of the scouting com
the way, you can sit back and think
about all the things you learned in the
past semesters.
One of these lessons from everyday
life is that the velocity of the wind is
determined by the number of papers in
your books that can fall out and be
blown all over campus multiplied by
how silly you look trying to retrieve
them.
Something else for us to learn is how
weathermen should determine the probability of rain. First they search through
everybody's schedule. Then, they find
the times when most people have class.
This number, multiplied by .1 and subtracted from 100 percent, yields the
probability of rain.
These are only a few of the things, but
my mind has started wandering. I'm seeing lazy summer afternoons, fishin' in
the river, and road trips whose destination won't be known before we get there.
A couple of other things come to
mind—crashing waves, soft sand,
Hawaiian Tropic, and a beating sun.
Have a great summer. I'm going to
Members of APO and local scouts cook over a campfire.
■ find a beach.

photo by Bryan Fortune, head photographer

didn't think the program was ever going
to start leaning toward designing buildings," said Rob Atkins. "The professors
told us they were laying down the foundation necessary for design. The only thing
that I could see was that they were giving
us a lot of busywork that took up most of
my time."
Year two in the College of Architecture
introduces the students to a familiar term
at Lee Hall: sharetting. Perhaps the best
definition of sharetting was given by Tim
Brown when he said, "Sharetting is when
you wait until two days before a project is
due to start working on it, and then work
straight through, without sleep, until two
minutes before it's time to turn it in."
Sharetting has always been a favorite
pastime for architecture students. When
asked why they sharette so much, Kathy
Poole, a senior, said, "Architecture
students are the worst procrastinators in
see Architecture, page 21

Service fraternity works with scouts

,•(-„ and
r.~A f^
ohlo to
tn participate
nart.icinate in
ii local
units
to hu
be able
and regional scouting activities.
One of the services APO plans to work
on next semester is to provide a list of
people interested in counseling merit
badges to local troops. Merit badges test
one's skill in a specific area and with more
than 100 from which to choose, they cover
a wide variety of topics.
APO also works with local scout troops
in different activities. Earlier this
semester, for example, APO held a cooking seminar with a local scout troop. This
weekend APO will hold a campout and
workday at Camp Old Indian, a scout
camp near Greenville.
David enjoys the scouting aspect of
APO. "I loved working with scouts during high school," he said. "APO has made
me feel right at home here because I get to
work with scouting and the same atmosphere of service."
But scouting is only a small part of
APO's activities. David, like his brothers
in APO, is fully dedicated to APO's ideals
of friendship, leadership, and service.
"The best thing about APO is the service
and fellowship activities with other people with similar goals and ideals, and the
fulfillment in helping others," David said.
APO plans to mail a bulletin to interested people next semester about local
and statewide scouting activities. Anyone
interested in being placed on the mailing
list should write DavicL at Box 8058
University Station, Clemson, S.C. 29632.
Applicants should include name, address,
telephone number, and area(s) of interest,
■ or questions about APO.
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Bolivia: diversity in South America's heart
by Edwin Duran
guest writer
If you have ever wondered about things
such as where is the highest capital city of
the world, where was one of the world's
largest and richest cities (about 10 times
larger than Boston, before New York was
known by that name), or where you can go
from snowy mountain heights to steaming tropical lowlands in a two-hour drive,
than you were wondering about Bolivia.

Around
the World
Bolivia is a country located in the heart
of South America. It is surrounded by
Brazil in the north and east, Paraguay
and Argentina in the south and Chile and
Peru in the west. It was named in honor of
Simon Bolivar, a Venezuelan who led the
final independence battles. The liberation
from the Spanish crown became a reality
in 1825, after 15 years of warfare. Bolivia
was one of the last Spanish colonies to obtain idependence; paradoxically, it was
there that the rebellion of the colonies
began.

Lake Titicaca has serene beauty at 12,500 feet above sea level
world) around 500 B.C. and left remains of
Going back in history, it is estimated
granite structures that show technical
that there were people in the Bolivian terperfection.
ritory at least 10,000 years ago. Not much
The Spaniards arrived in the 16th cenis known about the people of that era. The
tury looking for the famed riches of the
Tiahuanacota culture is the first to be
area (have you heard about "El Dorado?")
known for its high degree of organization
and they enslaved the Incas. They imof social, political and economical strucposed
their language, religion and culture
tures. They lived on the shore of lake
and were lucky enough to find, right after
Titicaca (the highest navigable lake in the

their arrival, the richest silver mines in
the world. This was an unfortunate discovery for the natives who were forced to
leave the land and work and die in the
mines of Potosi.
Geographically, Bolivia is in a fascinating region. There are three very different
and well defined regions that give shape
to this landlocked nation of five-and-a-half
million people: the highlands, the valleys,
and the lowlands. Together they form a
nation as big as California and Texas combined.
The highlands in the west host the
snow-capped Andes mountains, which extend for 500 miles with heights as big as
22,000 feet. Between them, at an altitude
of 12,00 feet, "on top of the world" rises
the capital city of La Paz. Irrigated by the
mountain snows, the evergreen valleys to
the east produce most of Bolivia's crops.
In the northeast and far east, there are no
mountains or valleys; there, the panorama
is one of a jungle, hot and rainy all year
long.
The Bolivian flag is formed by three
stripes of red, gold, and gfreen. The represent the major componentns of the country: the people (blood), the mineral wealth
(gold) and the vegetable wealth (green)
and symbolize the quality of contrasts of
this country of contrasts.

Traditional senior sidewalks may return to campus
by Ellen Neal
guest writer
Graduating from Clemson University is a prestigious, achievement now, but in the near future a(
Clemson graduate may have his
name carved in stone. Or concrete, to be more exact.
Student Government is studying plans to instigate an alumni
sidewalk similar to the existing
senior class sidewalks near the
Calhoun mansion, according to
Mark Wilson, chairman of the
project.
The plans propose a new tradition for Clemson University. A
concrete sidewalk would be laid
each year with the names of all
Clemson graduates of the previous year embossed in it. A program to lay sidewalks for earlier
graduating classes is also being
studied.

Most students are probably senior classmates. The cadets did
aware of the carved names al- the labor themselves, establishready in the sidewalks around ing an honored ritual to be anFort Hill in the center of campus. ticipated by every Clemson
Perhaps they have gazed at them undergraduate.
The work was eventually taken
over a stack of books as they
walked from Johnstone to Sir- over by professionals who laid
rine: or thev have seen an orange- six-foot wide sidewalks of three
clad alumnus proudly pointing out alphabetical rows of senior
his name to admiring friends on a names, each name in two-inch
high letters. The class officers'
football Saturday.
Many students can even find names were inscribed at the
the names of their fathers em- beginning of each walk, and each
bedded in one of the tree-lined year was marked by "Class of
" at the beginning and end of
walks. The sidewalks are a subtle
reminder of Clemson's past.
the list of names.
The 1960's brought change to
The "senior sidewalk" tradition began with the Class of Clemson University and its tradi1957, when Clemson was still an tion. Graduating classes became
all-male military institution. larger, as did labor costs to lay
That year, proud senior cadets the sidewalks. The class of 1966
decided to leave their mark on was the last class to etch its
the university by paving a new names in the sidewalks near the
sidewalk near the Johnstone bar- Calhoun mansion.
That last class may soon have
racks with the names of then-

Bosses,
Surprise your
No. 1 Secretary
with Balloons
during National
Secretaries
WeekApril 22-26.

THE BALLOONERY, ETC.
103 A College Ave.
654-8026

$1.00 OFF
our regular bouquet price
(limit one per bouquet)

some company. The idea to resume the senior walk tradition
was a lightbulb over the heads of
two members of the Student
Government president's cabinet,
Ed Leonard and Ned Pruitt.
Pruitt, whose father's name is in
the sidewalk, said that he grew
up in awe of the sidewalk for the
accomplishment and honor it
represented.
He and Leonard came up with
the idea for a new sidewalk while
the president's cabinet was looking for projects to promote spirit
and unity among students, faculty, administration, and alumni
of the university.
The president's cabinet researched the alumni sidewalk
proposal, then presented the idea
to Student Senate. Senators reported enthusiasm and support
for the plan from the students
they represented. Wilson, then

Student Government president,
said, "The students like tradition. They want to see a part of
themselves remembered at
Clemson."
Tentative plans for the instigation of the first alumni sidewalk
are being prepared. Wilson said
the administration is shooting
for summer construction of the
alumni sidewalk for the class of
1984, the most recent complete
class.
Long-term continuation of the
alumni sidewalk is also being
planned.
The completion of requirements for a degree from Clemson
University results in a name on a
diploma and preparation for the
future. With the start of this new
tradition, it may also result in a
name in a sidewalk and remembrance in Clemson's history.

THE
STROM THURMOND
INSTITUTE

(c&
Lecture Series
Monday, April 22
Vice Admiral Albert J. Baciocco, Chief of Naval Research and Development, Trends in Naval Research and Development," 3:30 p.m., Daniel
Hall Auditorium.
Tuesday, April 23
Tom Johnson, Director of Economic Studies, American Enterprise
Institute, The Role of Public Policy Research Institutes on the National
Scene," 3:30 p.m., Lee Hall Auditorium.
Friday, April 26
James M. Beggs, Administrator of NASA, The NASA Mission: Present
and Future," 3:00 p.m., Daniel Hall Auditorium.
All events are free of charge and open to the public. For more information,
contact The Strom Thurmond Institute, 201 Martin Street, Clemson University, Clemson, SC 29631, telephone (803) 656-4700.
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art."
These proud feelings often get
the world. We don't like to do
anything until we're pressured shot down by a jury, though. A
jury is a group of professors and
into getting it done.
"Personally, I think I do my students who analyze and critibest work under this kind of cize a project.
Ed Hickman had this to say
pressure."
about
juries: "Waiting for jury is
From second year on, the work
gets more challenging while the like waiting on death row. You
hours get longer. Third- and feel like what you've done is
fourth-year students spend an great, but there's always a feelaverage of 15 hours a week in Lee ing that no one else will like it.
"I've been through plenty of
Hall for labs, while outside of lab
they spend an average of 20 juries in which I've gone in feelhours a week—a total of 35 hours ing good about my project and
per week at Lee Hall. This come out feeling like I've been
doesn't include times of sharet- hung out to dry by the profesting, when a student can spend sors. All of that time and effort
40 hours in two days working on had just been washed away.
That's when you realize it's time
a project.
Is it all really worth the time to start all over, and believe me,
and effort spent on projects? that's not a good feeling."
By the time the students are in
'The time really doesn't bother
me," said Mark McKinney, a their fourth year, they've learned
senior. "It goes by so fast- to cope with the long hours and
the frustrations that come with
sometimes even too fast. But I
think once you get a project the projects. This is also when
done, it makes you feel proud and they realize that the previous
even amazed when you realize years really were helping and
lyou've created something origi- preparing them for the times
nal, something like a piece of which lay ahead.
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EXAM WEEK SURVIVAL PACKS
FROM WED., MAY 1, THRU WED., MAY 8, '85
OPEN 'TIL 1:30 A.M. EXAM WEEK EVERY NITE
2 A.M. FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

SURVIVAL PACK-2

SURVIVAL PACK-1

10" PIZZA WITH ONE OF
YOUR FAVORITE TOPPINGS
FRESH TOSSED SALAD
DRINK OF YOUR CHOICE

SHORT SANDWICH, YOUR CHOICE
CRISP TOSSED SALAD
DRINK OF YOUR CHOICE

ONLY $3.43 + tax

SAVE $1.44

ONLY $4.57 + tax

SAVE $1.97

FAST, FREE, FRESH & HOT DELIVERY

CALL US AT 654-6990
OR

DINE IN OR CARRY OUT

STUDY GROUP SURVIVAL PACK
20" PARTY PIZZA WITH ANY 3 TOPPINGS
AND 4 ICE-COLD
TAKE YOUR PICK-THEN GIVE US A CALL
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I
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summer is
coming..

) Twirlers strive to reach the top

The approaching summer holds many
wonderful adventures. A great deal of
you will be looking for jobs and others
already have jobs lined up. But as they
say: "All work and no play makes Jack
(or Jill) a dull boy (or girl).-'

All that Jazz

by Ernest Gibbs
entertainment editor
More than just "girls that
twirl," the Tiger Twirlers are
devoted band members and
gifted artists. Next year, the
Tiger Marching Band will be
sporting two feature twirlers:
Robin Berry and Tammy Ward.

Center
Stage

ERNEST
GIBBS

Robin, from Charleston, is
sophomore majoring in psychology and has been twirling since
she was five. "My mother enrolled me in a baton class when
I was five years old, in order to
occupy my time," she said.
Tammy, a political science
major from Asheville, N.C., was
a little older when she started.
"I started twirling when I was
eight years old," she said, "and
started competitive twirling
when I was nine."
In competition, both Robin
and Tammy have been very
successful. Robin was Miss Majorette for South Carolina for
two consecutive years, Most
Outstanding Twirler in South
Carolina, also for two consecutive years, and state twirling champ in divisions I and II.
Tammy was Miss Majorette

I want to give everyone some ideas on
how to "play" during the summer; I
hope you like them.
First and foremost, there is the beach.
What would a summer be without a trip
to the beach? Not much, if you're from
the lower part of the state like myself
(my regards to you "Upstaters" and
others of you that don't live on the East
Coast, you poor deprived souls).
Collecting sea shells, sailing, swimming, and building sand castles are just
a few of the novelties to keep you busy
during a stay at the beach. Then there's
always streaking along the sea shore
after a wild midnight party
Cooking out and entertaining guests
is another summer treat I most definitely look forward to. Calling up old
classmates and present ones and having
them over for a few hamburgers, hotdogs, steaks, and what-have-you, is a
good way to spend a warm summer
evening.
A lot of us will probably have family
reunions. We get to see all of our
relatives and we meet nice-looking
cousins whom we've never met before
and wish they weren't our cousins.
Grandmother's homemade pies and
home cooking are usually the highlight
of any reunion.
The interstates will be full of everyone
traveling for family vacations throughout the summer months. Visiting relatives and friends for a few days can
make for an enjoyable vacation.
Amusement parks like Disney World,
King's Dominion, and Great Adventure
add a wide variety ol entertainment tor a
fun-filled vacation.
Going to the neighborhood swimming
pool on Saturdays and Sundays is a popular summer past time. Playing dunk
racing from one end to the other, and
riding piggyback with a partner and
having "chicken fights" are a few
popular swimming pool games for a hot
summer's day.
t
But let's face it: The summer isn t all
play. There are many of us who will be in
the work force. Summer jobs aren't all
that bad. They give you spending money
and something to do.
You can also help out with the family
bills if you really want to be impressive.
But like myself, a lot of you won't try to
be too impressive.
There is one part of summer that I left
out, and I'm sure you all know what it is.
Two words. Both begin with "s." You
got it: summer school (yucch!!!).
If you had to drop a course this past
semester or you want to catch up on a
few, summer school is a way to accomplish this. It's not that bad, but I can
think of a Wllion other places I'd rather
be than summer school.
This is our last Tiger of the semester.
I'm looking forward to working for you
next year and I hope you all feel the
same. Have a fun and safe summer.
Hope to see you in the fall.

sons, while Robin plays racquetball and runs. "Running
and practicing daily helps me
with my coordination," Robin
said.
After college, neither plans to
continue twirling. "There's really
nothing you can do with twirling after college, unless you
teach, and I want to go to
graduate school," Robin said.
Twirling for the Tiger Marching Band has its good points
and its bad points. "What I like
least about twirling for the
band are the weekly weigh-ins,"
Tammy said.
Robin, as well as Tammy,
feels that the best thing about
Tiger Band is the camaraderie.
"The best thing about the band
is the members," Robin said.
"They make you feel like you're
Robin Berry and Tammy Ward
part of a family. I really conbecome
the
feature
twirler
for
for North Carolina in three difsider it a privilege to twirl for
the
Tiger
Band,"
said
Robin.
ferent age groups, Junior Miss
Tammy's interest developed the band."
Majorette of the Year of 1980,
Tammy described the atmosand in 10 national competi- while going to Clemson football phere among the band members
games.
"I
would
come
to
the
tions, she has placed in the top
games and just feel the Clem- as one of togetherness. "In
10 each time.
Robin stopped competitive son spirit. I wanted to become a Tiger Band, everybody works
together. Some bands don't
twirling after seven years. "I part of it," she said. Another
consider the twirlers part of the
reason
that
Tammy
may
have
stopped twirling competitively
when I was 12. I then became wanted to twirl for the Tiger band. It's different with our
involved in pageants, using Marching Band is that her band."
"We both feel we owe a
twirling instructor was also
twirling as my talent."
special
thanks to Marty and
feature
twirler
here
at
Clemson.
Interest in twirling for the
Keeping in shape and keeping Doctors Cook and Goldstein.
Tiger Marching Band develtheir technique up-to-date is They really make Tiger Band
oped early for both young
essential.
takes what it is."
starieu twirl
LWAII- COO~*.~
— Tammy
———» still
_
ladies. "After I started
goal
was
to
lessons
and
gives
private
lesing, my main
num. e— «-

VanHrn&s vexes the airwaves smoothly
by Ernest Gibbs
entertainment editor
With his tenor-bass voice coming across
as smooth as silk, Luther Vandross
latest album, "The Night I Fell in Love,
is destined to be a winner.

Album
Review
The first release from the album, '"Til
My Baby Comes Home," is a fast-paced
dance tune with some very upbeat keyboards. The song as a whole is more
organ-oriented than synthesizer-oriented,
and it sounds good here. The background
vocals are strong.
The title cut from the album, lhe
Night I Fell in Love," is a soft, "mellowing out" tune. It has a medium tempo
with soft and steady drum accents. The
music is reminiscent of the nightclub
sound: quiet, soft, bubbly-a good tune to
get dressed to in the morning.
With his trademark slow jam, Luther
remains true to his style. "If Only for One
Night" is a song about a man who will do
anything for one night with the girl of his
dreams. Luther's voice comes across
smooth and clear, blending well with the
sweet sound of the piano. This one is
surely made for a lover's night.
"Creepin"' has a slow "warm summer
night under the stars" sound. Here,
Luther taunts the ladies by changing
voice tones from high to low and pushing
his low bass to the "outer limits."
Another tune with a stepped-up pace is
"It's Over Now." The song deals with a
lover finding out that the other partner
has been "cutting out." The song has a
nice beat and good background vocals,
but it is not one of the better tunes on the
album.
■
"Wait for Love" is another slow jam in

which Luther's voice is clear and crisp.
The music itself is melancholy and pleasant. The string instruments (harp, violin,
etc.) have a very nice sound here even
though they are synthesized.
A medium tempo melody, "My Sensitivity (Get in the Way)," has some of the
best harmony on the album. The piano
plays a key role in establishing the good
harmony between the instruments and
Luther's voice. The song is about falling

i love too quickly. Luther's voice emphasizes the meaning of the song very
well. The bass, along with the synthesized
horn line, helps establish the harmony.
The final cut on the album, that also has
some good harmony, is "Other side of the
World." The music has the tone of a quiet
dream, with songbirds singing in the
background. Again, the harmony is
the key. Luther sings backup to his own
voice and harmonizes well.

Luther Vandross', "The Night I Fell in Love," is a sizzler
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Andrew Kuharsky dances to new heights
by Lucy Rollin
guest writer
Andrew Kuharsky and his
newly created Greenville Civic
Ballet will perform in Tillman
Auditorium April 28 at 4 p.m.
This will be the first performance
by the company under this name.
Kuharsky has been teaching
ballet and performing in Greenville since 1980, when he was at'
tracted away from Les Grands
Ballets Canadiens, a company
based in Montreal, by a job offer
and the atmosphere in Greenville.
"It was a small town, and I'd
always lived in big cities," he
said. "But it had many of the
pleasures of a big city, and it was
a chance to develop my own
style.'

Within two years he had opened
his own ballet studio in Anderson,
and in 1984, he opened his own
studio in Greenville as well. Now he
has established the Greenville Civic
Ballet to answer what he felt was a
need for quality professional dance
in the area. "I want to build a company of the best dancers I can find,
and I want to build an awareness
that we have something of value
locally."
To achieve these goals, Kuharsky
has begun training young
dancers from this area and
choreographing his own works.
"I look for a certain level of
technical proficiency first," he
says, "and then build on that,
developing flexibility of style."
He has also continued to dance
himself. His most recent guest

performance was in Charleston
with Eleanor d'Antuono, a
former ballerina with the
American Ballet Theatre. He
danced Act II of "Swan Lake,"
and the pas de deux from "Le
Corsaire," with d'Antuono, both
of which are very, demanding
roles.
"I think I danced the best I've
ever danced in Charleston in that
performance," he comments,
"and I'm not sure why. Perhaps
it's the more relaxed atmosphere
I'm in now." He also dances
regularly with the Augusta
Ballet, commuting back and
forth from Greenville.
The program at Tillman
Auditorium will consist of five
short ballets which will demonstrate the range of Kuharsky's

style. One will be a very classical
pas de deux for Kuharsky and his
wife, Merry, also a professional
dancer. Another will be what he
describes as an "animalistic
piece" to music by Rachmaninoff,
and yet another will be a barefoot
modern piece called "Sinfonia"
set to music by Vivaldi.
He is also presenting one story
ballet, "Dans Le Bois" (In the
Park) by Atlanta Choreographer
Stanley Zompakos. "This one
has a soldier, a coquette, and a
lady of the evening in it. The
style is very free and relaxed,"
Kuharsky explains.
Kuharsky himself will dance in
four of the five pieces. "This
makes rehearsing and choreographing complicated," he admits, "but while it's not the

traditional way to proceed in
ballet, it is in modern dance."
Kuharsky says that the choreographers who have most influenced his work are Paul
Taylor, Lar Lubovich, and
especially Georga Balanchine,
"because of Balanchine's relationship with the music.
"For me, the music comes first
and must be integral. Dance for
me is a visualization of the
music. MTV has shown us that
an audience likes such visualization."
What does Kuharsky want to
give an audience at a dance performance? "Entertainment first
of all, and that involves movement to music; to me they are the
same." The April 28 program at
Tillman promises to be just that.

'Cats Eye' a big roar, H appenings
but has a soft touch
will be under constant surveillance and that if he is caught,
members of his family will be
subjected to a shock treatment
Car's Eye is based on Stephen
while he sits and watchesKing's first screenplay and,
believe me, it's just as chilling negative reinforcement, to say
and enjoyable as all of his other the least.
The second story is about a
films, such as Firestarter, The
man
who is trying to take away a
Shining, and Cujo. have been.
rich tycoon's wife. The tycoon
makes a bet with the other that if
the other can walk a five-inch
ledge that encircles the building
where the tycoon lives (he lives in
The film is three separate the penthouse), he'll allow the
stories, all interconnected be- other to have his wife and some
cause a cat takes us to each city money.
The third story involves a tiny
in which each story occurs. (The
creature
that lives in a little girl's
first two stories may seem familwall
and
wants to take away her
iar to those of you who have read
breath.
The
cat plays a bigger
King's short story collection titlpart
in
this
story than in the
ed Night Shift.) The title relates
others:
The
cat
and the creature
to the wandering cat that, as I
said, leads us to the different end up battling it out to save the
cities where the stories take girl, played by Drew Barrymore.
All three of the stories were
place.
very captivating and a lot funnier
The first story focuses on a
man who goes to a place called than a lot of King's stuff that
I've seen before. Even though I
Quitters Inc. in order to quit
smoking. He, too late, finds out knew the plots to the first two
that the company's methods are stories, they were still very ena bit radical. He is told thal_he joyable.
by Kelly Winters
staff writer

Movie
Review
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Department of Music,
Clemson University
The University Jazz ensemble presents its final concert of
the year on Wednesday, April 24,
at 8 p.m. in Tillman Audi-

torium. Admission is free.
The University Community
Band will present its first concert ever on Sunday, April 21,
at 3:30 p.m. in Tillman Auditorium. Admission is free.
Clemson Players
The Clemson Players will perform "Jimmy Carter Made Mistakes," and "University," in
observance of Studio Week
tonight at 8 p.m. Tomorrow
the Players will also perform
"A Little Divine Intervention,"
and "Hearts Breaking in Slow
Motion," also in observance of
Studio Week at 3:30 p.m. All

are one act plays. Tickets will
be sold at the door.
Spoleto Festival
Charleston's 17-day (May 24June 9) Spoleto Festival U.S.A.
will present Lewitzky Dance Company, Ballet Eddy Toussaint
de Montreal and "Footprints in
the Garden," a new dance series
featuring: Bucket Dance Theatre
(Garth Fagan, artistic director);
Timothy Buckley and the Trouble makers; Stephen Petronio
and Dancers ODC/San Francisco; and the Mark Morris
Dance Group.

NOW LEASING
Beginning August
Newly Renovated

Village Qrem Zownhomes

654-9243

TWO DOLLARS
OFF!

ONE DOLLAR
OFF!

Clemson Little Theatre
The Clemson Little Theatre
will sponsor "A Couple of
White Chicks Sitting Around
Talking," in Central next to the
firehall, on April 18-20 at
8 p.m. A matinee performance
will be given on April 21 at
2:30 p.m. Tickets at the door
are $4 for adults, $2 for
students with an ID.

Expires May 30, 1985.
Void with other promotions.

Unfurnished • New Carpet •

New Paint

Beautifully Decorated Furnished Models
Available!
Come by and see our furnished and unfurnished
models seven days a week from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Call 654-3076. After hours call 654-3444.
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Don't forget the Whales!
The Killer Whales!

What better way to watch a play than
eating ice cream sundaes!
Come to the Special Events' Dessert Theater
with a comedy presented by the Clemson
Players and all-you-can-eat sundaes!
April 24
8 p.m.
in Edgar's
$2.50 in advance
$3.00 at the door
Sign up now at the Union Information Desk!

in

April 25 and 26
9 p.m.
$2 cover

Congratulations to the winners of
the Ladies' 8-Ball Tournament
held April 11:
First Place
Rhonda Patton
Second Place Angie Boost
Third Place
Mary Anna Whitmire

Going overseas this summer?
Get your Youth Hostel cards or International
Student ID cards at the Travel Center.
Also available for summer excursions—^
sleeping bag liners.

Moving out at the end of the semester
is NO FUN! But it can be made easier—
with a Hand Truck rented from the
University Union. Call 2461 for more
information.

Need film developed?
Save Time and Money by using the
new Campus Photo Center. Drop off
film to be developed at either Flash
Foto or Campus Camera. Special
Discount Cards are available!
Come to the Information Desk for
more information!

,«•■«

Remember to check out
the Bowl-Off for a Trophy
during April.

Relax during exam week!
Rent a VCR and enjoy a few movies!
Available at the University Union.
Call 2461 and ask for Raymond.

Movies this week:
Tightrope, April 18-20, 7 and 9:15, $1.50
I If you could see what I hear,SUNDAYFREEFUCK^
8 p.m.
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Gang says play played out
The Gang has had some wild
adventures this year, and we
hope that you have enjoyed this
little trip along "the wild side."
Have fun this summer and stay
out of trouble.

Time Out
with the
Gang
The Gang went to check out a
play this week. To say the least,
we were very disappointed. This
could very well be the last Time
Out, if I have anything to say
about it.
Tammy's talk
It was definitely too long for a
one act play (one hour-c'mon!).

The setting was much too dark,
which helped encourage me to
fall asleep at the slow points.
The Daniel Annex was much
too small for the play to be held
in. It should have been held in a
much larger facility. As far as the
acting was concerned, it was soso.
The story was corny, I saw
more action from the couple in
front of me than on the stage.
Too bad they weren't on stage.
Jill's jargon
I thought it was very boring,
too, Tammy. If it wasn't for the
couple sitting in front of us, I
would have left. The acting
wasn't the best in the world, but
I can live with it.
As far as the size of the facility
is concerned, 1 was very uncomfortable in my seat. In order for

GET1HE
TRAINING
YOU NEED
TO TAKE
COMMAND
OF THE
FUTURE
For graduates in mechanical
engineering, electrical
engineering, chemical
engineering, metallurgical
engineering, industrial engineering
with a mechanical option, nuclear
engineering, physics, mathematics or
computer science.
A good education is just the first step in
preparing for the exciting future of technology
that lies ahead. ELECTRONIC DATA SYSTEMS
(EDS) CORPORATION can help you take a major
step: exciting, rigorous training that will put
you at the top of your field. Our alliance with
General Motors makes this valuable training
possible.
At this very moment — through the Saturn Project — GM is revolutionizing the automotive
industry. By using advanced technology in robotics, CAD/CAM, machine vision, and computer

APARTMENTS
FOR RENT

me to enjoy a play, I must be
comfortable.
The actors were very confined
on the stage. No movement. No
action. No play.
Ernie's wisdom
I was looking forward to a
good evening of theatre. What I
got was an evening of boredom.
The delivery was awkward, not
to mention the interaction between the players.
Had the play been somewhat
shorter, it might have worked
out better. The action was drawn
out further than it had to be and
it showed. Thumbs down.

HUNTER APARTMENTS
FINLEY STREET BACK OF LYNCH'S
1—Two-bedroom Duplex
2—Two-bedroom Townhouse
CALL 654-3097

This may be the final Time
Out, faithful readers. Your devotion has been greatly appreciated. Thanks for being a part of
the Time Out "experience."

systems, GM's Saturn Project will pave the way
for the factory of the future. EDS is responsible for
integrating all of these technologies. For this reason, the alliance of EDS and GM can provide the
best possible training ground for engineers who
are determined to take command of the future.

TRAINING DESIGNED
TO MEET THE NEEDS
OF THE FUTURE
EDS recently established an Engineering Systems Development Program for college graduates. This training program will encompass a
wide array of engineering and manufacturing
computer processing applications including
CAE/CAD/CAM, robotics, process control, simulation and expert systems. And it is specifically
geared to meet the technological needs of the
future.

CANDIDATE
QUALIFICATIONS
FOR THE ENGINEERING
SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAM
EDS is looking for exceptional college graduates
for this important program.
Therefore, the minimum
eligibility requirements are
as follows:
• Excellent grade point average
• Bachelor's Degree in mechanical engineering,
electrical engineering, chemical engineering,

•
•
•
•

metallurgical engineering, industrial engineering
with a mechanical option, nuclear engineering,
physics, mathematics or computer science
Demonstrated record of consistent outstanding accomplishment
Interest in software engineering
Flexibility in relocation
U.S. citizenship or permanent residency

If you are a recent college graduate and you
meet the Engineering Systems Development Program qualifications, EDS is offering you a unique
opportunity to take command of the future. As an
Engineering Systems Development Program graduate, you will play a key role in designing,
developing and implementing sophisticated systems for supporting GM clients with state-of-the-art
engineering and manufacturing systems. You truly
will have an opportunity that has never before
been available to college graduates. And an
opportunity like this may never come along again.
Don't miss it. Send your resume today to:
Lynn King
ELECTRONIC DATA SYSTEMS CORPORATION
Developmental Recruiting
100 Galleria Parkway, NW
Suite 470, Dept. 1VD1155
Atlanta, GA 30339

Electronic Data Systems Corporation
An Equal Opportunity Employer.
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Sports
Baseball...! Orange prevails in spring game
As a retired hardballer myself,
nothing pleases me more than taking in
a game at the old ballpark. There's just
something about the game that sets it
apart from other sports, and it's that
something that seems to be in short supply on the Tiger diamond this season.

The Orange squad, led by sophomore
quaterback Randy Anderson, survived a
last minute rally by the White squad to
capture a 16-14 victory in the annual

Spring game held in Memorial Stadium
last Saturday.
The White squad, led by quarterback
Rodney Williams, took the ball from its

Trailing the Tiger
TOMMY
TRAMMELL
In my younger days, I had Tiger
baseball fever, scanning the morning
paper every day for game results, and
catching broadcasts of the College
World Series on the radio. Though I
never made the hour journey to see a
Clemson game in person, I swore I was
the No. 1 Tiger baseball fan.
Those were the days of Tiger trips to
the College World Series and impressive
records, along with a great following of
fans. Today, although the Clemson
baseball program may not be nudging
Texas or Arizona State for the No. 1
spot in collegiate baseball, they are still
playing good baseball.
I mean, tying for the regular season
ACC title is nothing to sneeze at, while
winning the ACC tournament would put
the Tigers back into the NCAAs and
give them a shot at the "World Series."
That sure is enough to get my attention,
but it seems few share my enthusiasm.
I look back to last fall, and remember
the bold announcements proclaiming a
renewed commitment on behalf of the
athletic department to boost Clemson
baseball into the athletic spotlight. Talk
of new lights and night baseball had me
looking forward to a rebirth of Tiger
baseball that I had grown up with.
Maybe even more importantly came
the announcement of two series scheduled with arch-rival South Carolina. The
one-season absence of the heated confrontation between the two schools
definitely did little to stimulate the
Tiger program. I could appreciate both
schools' concern over the crowd behavior, but it was too bad that such actions
could force the cancellation of any
games between the two.
The Carolina baseball fans, though
quite rowdy at times in Columbia, are
good for the game—not to condone all of
their actions, but they are rowdy
because they love their baseball. A
crowd of 3,000 people is not uncommon
at Sarge Frye field, while Clemson is
lucky to draw more than 500.
Sure, Columbia is a lot bigger than
Clemson and has more people to draw
from, but it's the attitude that makes
the difference. Hopefully, with the
renewal of the series between the two
rivals, some of that zest for the game
will return to Clemson.
Not so fast—I almost forgot the home
series with the Gamecocks is not going
to be played while we are in school. It is
May 14, 15 and 16, all at 7:30 p.m.
Luckily, I live close enough to make
the drive to see the games, but most of
the Clemson students will be miles
away, more concerned with vacations
and jobs than with Clemson-Carolina
baseball.
Maybe that'll give me a chance to see
a ballgame with my dad and remember
old times at the ballpark, and maybe the
lights will finally shine on Tiger
.baseball; we'll see.

photo by Joe DeFoor, staff photographer

own 31-yard line and drove to the
Orange's 48-yard line with only 34
seconds remaining. However, Orange's
Eldrige Milton intercepted a Williams
pass with time running out to preserve
the Orange's victory.
"It was a typical Spring game," said
head coach Danny Ford. "We have had a
lot of injuries this spring and that has
hampered us considerably."
Coach Ford cited injuries to the offensive line and the lack of experience at
quarterback as two major concerns going
into next year.
"Our offensive line has experienced the
greatest number of injuries," said Ford.
"We have only one experienced lineman,
in Steve Reese, who has remained injuryfree this spring.
"Our quarterbacks are real young, and I
know that they need work. We still have
four practices before we wrap up the
spring and we might scrimmage in those.
There is just so much you can teach in
repetition drills. What we really need is to
see them perform in game-type conditions."
The White squad drew blood first by
blocking an Andy Newell punt through
the endzone for a safety. Linebacker
Reggie Burton blocked Newell's punt
with 11:19 left in the first quarter giving
the White a 2-0 lead.
The White had two chances to extend
its lead, but Mark Getty's field goal attempts of 53 and 51 were wide right and
left, respectively.
The Orange took the lead 3-2 on a Rusty
Seyles 25-yard field goal with 50 seconds
remaining in the first quarter. Seyle's
field goal capped a 10-play, 58-yard drive.
The first touchdown of the game came
at the 7:44 mark of the second quarter as
see Spring, page 31

Tailback Terrence Flagler struggles for extra yardage in the Orange-White
game Saturday.

Tracksters gear up for Nationals
by Jim Henderson
staff writer
Both the men's and women's
track teams are gearing up for
the ACC championships this
weekend in Raleigh, N.C., and
the NCAA championship meet
May 28-31 in Austin, Texas.
The Tigers' men's team
finished second last year in the
ACC championships and head
coach Wade Williams believes
that the team can finish in the
top three this year. "On paper
we have an outside chance to
win, but NC State may have too
much depth this year for anyone to beat them," Williams
said. "We will be competing
with Virginia, Wake Forest, and
Georgia Tech [for second
placel."
The women's team will have trouble comDeting for the team title
because of their lack of strength
in the sprints and field events.
"The girls team has not developed enough to be competitive
in the ACC," Williams said.
Five-time Ail-American Tina
Krebs will run the 800-meter,
which she won last year.
Williams feels that several
men runners will do well individually. Freshman Greg
Moses has the top time in the
ACC in the 200 and has a shot
at doubling that by winning the
100 also. "Our 4X100 and

iy Rob Biggerstaff, senior staff photographer

High jumper Victor Smalls
4X400 relays should also be
competitive, placing in the top
three," Williams said.
Victor Smalls, Kenneth
Peterson, Chris Michael, and
Darwin Rancher will represent
Clemson's strength in the field
events. Smalls is favored to win
the high jump and Peterson will
be in the javelin, while Michael
and Rancher are competing in
the long jump.
Earlier this year, Michael
demolished the school record in
the long jump by jumping 25-9.
Williams noted that he was
very pleased with the effort of
Rancher this year. "Rancher

clears the bar.
has improved over a foot since
last year and is now jumping
25-0," Williams said.
In the distance events,
Terrence Harrington and
Mogens Guldberge could both
challenge for ribbons in the 800
and the 1500. Robert deBrouwer,
whose 13:33 for the 5000 is the
third best time in the country,
will be running in both the 5000
and the 10,000. He will have
only 10 days of on-the-track
training before the meet because of a knee injury. Martin
Flynn will race in the
steeplechase and the 5000'.
Flynn just qualified for the

NCAA meet last weekend at
the Dogwood relays in Knoxville, Tenn., with a personal
best time of 13:51.7. Smalls, in
the high jump; Peterson, in the
javelin; deBrouwer, in the 5000;
and Michael, in the long jump,
will also be competing in
Austin. According to Williams,
Harrington, Moses, and Guldberg
should qualify for the meet
soon.
Krebs, who earlier this year
won the 1500 in the NCAA indoor meet, will be competing in
the 1500. She qualified last
week by virtue of her recordsetting performance at the
Dogwood Invitationals. "I
want to do really well," she
said. "I want to get my personal best." To do that she will
have to run under 4:10, only
four seconds off the national
record.
Smalls, competing in his second NCAA championships,
wants to finish in the top five
by jumping 7-4 or better. Last
year he jumped 1-VA at the
meet but failed to make the
final round.'T'm ready for the
meet [physically]," Smalls said.
"I just need to get a positive
mental attitude." He hopes to
tone up his technique before the
NCAAs at meets such as the
Spec Townes Invitational in
Athens, Georgia.
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Ellis signs top prospects
by Jim Henderson
staff writer
Head basketball coach Cliff
Ellis has made the most of his
first recruiting year, signing five
Ail-Americans and compiling a recruiting class that is ranked as
the 11th best in the country by
one publication.
The Tigers have signed secondteam Parade All-American
Ronald Shelton, two-time JUCO
All-American Larry Middleton,
and honorable-mention AllAmerican Michael Best. Two big
men, third-team Parade AllAmerican Jerry Pryor and
honorable-mention All-American
John Hall will also be new additions to the Tigers' lineup next
season.
"Overall this has been a great
recruiting year for Clemson,"
Ellis said. "We have basically
fulfilled our recruiting needs. We
were happy with the way we improved our big man situation in
the fall, and we improved our
backcourt situation this spring.
"We felt that replacing Vincent
Hamilton was our top priority
this spring, and we feel we have
some fine guards coming into the
program for next year. With
Hamilton graduating, the second
guard spot is wide open and any
one of the three guards we signed
has a good shot at it," Ellis said.
Shelton, who averaged 25
points, seven rebounds, and four
assists a game for Columbia
High School in Decatur, Ga., will
be vying for the second guard
position. "Shelton has all the
skills; he's a big-time player,"
Ellis said. "He can make us competitive in the ACC."
Middleton, the other pure
shooting guard Clemson has recruited, was two-time California
JUCO player of the year and is
rated as the fourth best JUCO
guard in the nation by BC
magazine.
"Larry Middleton is an excellent all-around player," Ellis
said. "He played center for his
team in high school, so he can

manuever underneath the basket,
but he also has the skills outside
and is an excellent shooter."
Middleton canned 28 points
per game while shooting 55 percent for the field last year.
Reminiscent of Hamilton, he is
an excellent rebounder; he led his
team in rebounds, grabbing eight
per game.
"Michael Best can play the
wing or the point guard position
and this is important to us," Ellis
said. "He is a solid shooter,
passer, and defensive player who
will be a fine ACC player."
Best, a 6-2 guard, was named
to the All-Metro first team for
the Washington, D.C., area. In
high school he averaged 19
points and eight assists per game
as his team finished the year
undefeated and ranked seventh
in the nation by USA Today.
Of the big men, Ellis said,
"Jerry Pryor and John Hall will
help us immediately inside and
will push [the] returning
starters."
Pryor, a 6-8, 215-pound forward, averaged 22 points, 16 rebounds, and seven blocked shots
a game this season for Southeast
Bullock High School in Brooklet,
Ga. Earlier this month he played
for the USA All-Star team in the
Dapper Dan Classic.
Hall, a 6-10, 230-pound center
out of Mobile, Ala., was named
the outstanding big man in
Alabama this past season. He
averaged 15.4 points and 10.1 rebounds per game his senior year
for Vigor High School.
According to Tim Bourret,
associate sports information
director, this is the best
recruiting class we've had since
1980. That year we signed
Vincent Hamilton, Raymond
Jones, Clark Bynum, Mark
Campbell, and Mike Eppley. At
the time, Jones and Bynum were
ranked as two of the top 25
players in the country. Ironically, Hamilton wasn't even
ranked in the top 100 players in
the country.
"I do not get into ratings, as I

i
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believe the only true answer to
recruiting is what the players do
when they get here," Ellis said.
"The next four years will determine how successful our recruiting is."
"Even though we were rated
11th, four other schools [in the
ACC] were among the top 20 in
recruiting so all we have done is
get in the ball park."
"Next year we will be looking
for the giant-the Tower of
Power," Ellis said. "I feel that
this is the only area we are lacking in."
Ellis said the team's goals for
next year are to "win as many
games as possible and go back to
a post-season tournament."
"We are not ready to win the
ACC," Ellis said, "as we are
fixing to go through a youth
movement."

Baseball
April 12 -Clemson 17, Davidson 0
April 13- -North Carolina 10, Clemson 3
April 14 -NC State 9, Clemson 4
Men's Tennis
la

April 12 -Clemson 7, North Carolina 2
April 14- -Clemson 5, South Carolina 4

ai

ti

Upcoming Schedule
V
w

Baseball

C(

April
April
April
April

23—Clemson at Western Carolina
24—Clemson at Georgia
25—Clemson at Erskine
26, 27, 28—Clemson at South Carolina
Men's Tennis

April 20, 21—'Clemson at ACC TournamentGeorgia Tech

Tropical Tanning
Center
OPEN DAILY 10 a.m. until 9 p.m
Clemson Shopping Center
(near Garrett's)

Get a golden tan in 3 to 8 sessions or
keep your tan in 1 to 2 sessions a week.
Won't burn, dry, or age your skin.
Complete privacy—luxurious

*'Begin spring with a golden tan"
CALL 654-7179
with this coupon—good until 4/30/85

ELINOR BARON

—1-, 2-, and 3Bedroom Apartments
and Townhouses
Calhoun and
Goldenwoods Areas
Studios . . ....
1-Bedroom . . .
2-Bedroom ...
3-Bedroom . . .

$170-$180
$220-$230
$265-$280
$330-$395

654-4602
P.O. Box 1331
Clemson, South Carolina

y<
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Hiring college grads is something the
Army has always done. And lately, we've
been doing a lot more of it.
In fact, last year alone nearly 7,000
college grads chose to begin their future as
Army officers.
Why? Some wanted the opportunity
to develop valuable leadership and management skills early in their career.
Others were impressed with the amount
of responsibility we give our officers starting
out. And still more liked the idea of serving
their country around the world.
Interested? Then you can start preparing

for the job right now, with Army ROTC.
ROTC is a college program that trains
you to become an Army officer. By helping
you develop your leadership and management ability.
Enrolling can benefit your immediate
future, too. Through scholarships and other
financial aid.
So the next time you're thinking about
job possibilities, think about the one more
recent college graduates chose last year than
any other.
For more information, contact the Professor of Military Science

ARMY ROTC.
BEALLYOUCANBE.

Call
656-3107/3108
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Tigers tie for ACC league title
by David Brandes
staff writer

Tigers faced Davidson for a non-conference breather
that turned out to be much easier than the Tigers
had hoped. The Tigers blasted Davidson 17-0 improving their record to 27-15-1 overall.
The Tigers shelled Davidson for 19 hits while
Tiger starter Jim Pawlowski held the Davidson batters to only two hits. Pawlowski registered his
seventh victory against only one defeat this season
for the Tigers.

Lady netters win
fourth straight title

Jane Neville and the No. 3
doubles team of Neville and
Lynne Paskert.
Four years ago.
Capturing ACC titles for the
Four years ago, Reagan had Tigers were Nicole Stafford at
been president only a few No. 3 singles, Lisa Bobby at No.
is. no one had ever heard of 2 singles, Pam Menne at No. 4
The Tigers were aiso impressive witu me uoi oo
e
they tagged Davidson pitchers for five home runs.
Colts were still in BaTtimofe shigles, Lynne Paskert at No. 5
Jim McCollom hit his 16th career homerun to exFour years ago also marked the Bobby at No?"! ~k.Msnne and
tend his Tiger record while Ray Williams added two
first time the Lady Tiger tennis Stafford and Seigler at No. 2
long-balls of his own while going four for four on the
team won the Atlantic Coast doubles.
The Tigers' men s tennis team
Conference Championship.
day.
This past week, the Lady entered the match with South
Tigers won their fourth ACC Carolina with the same enUNC
L- ones \.u'i
Davidson
The most heartbreaking losses are the
that
championship in a row. "We thusiasm and tension that any
Before entering their final ACC games, the go right down to the wire, where either team has its
entered the tournament ranked sporting event between these
chances up to the very end. Luckily, the Tigers were
number one, which is exactly two schools is bound to have.
Both teams wanted a win for
spared this suspense last Saturday as the Tar Heels
where we wanted to be," coach
very different reasons. The
jumped on starter Oliver Whitaker in the first inAndy Johnston said.
ning going on to capture a 10-3 decision.
After a successful first round, Tigers would have likely made
Seven of nine Tar Heel starters recorded hits
the Tigers held a 96- to 92-point the playoffs regardless of the
Saturday as they jumped to a 6-0 lead after the first
lead over rival North Carolina outcome, but they wanted a victwo innings. The Tar Heels then added one run m
who entered the tournament tory to gain momentum going
into the tournament.
the fifth, two runs in the seventh, and one run in the
ranked No. 1.
The match was all locked up at
ninth to round out their scoring. The Tigers scored
However, the Lady Tigers suf- three-all after the singles comsingle runs in the third, seventh and ninth inmngs
fered three defeats in the second petition, due in part to an upset
to account for their three runs.
round that narrowed their lead to victory by Miguel Nido over the
The Tigers' all-time home run leader, Jim
a single point. The losses were in No. 26 player in the country Jan
McCollom, collected three hits in four at bats includnumber-five singles, number- Sandberg. Nido won in straight
ing a single, a double, and a triple. McCollom leads
three doubles, and a stunning sets, 7-5, 7-6.
the Tigers with a .416 mark for the season.
upset loss at number-one singles
The Tigers captured the No. 1
in which Mellisa Seigler lost her doubles while the Gamecocks
first ACC match ever, 6-3, 7-6 to took the No. 2, which set up a
NC State
North Carolina State rode a big fifth inning, in
Duke's Sue Taylor.
deciding three-set, No. 3 doubles
which they erased a four-run Tiger lead with five of
"It was very disappointing,"
showdown.
their own and rolled on to capture a 9-4 ACC victory.
Seigler said. "At Clemson, I really
Kent Kinnear and Joe Defoor,
The loss was the second consecutive for the
went after her and won. But at after losing the first set 7-5, took
Tigers and forced them to share the ACC title with
the tournament, I played defen- the last two 6-3 and 6-4 to give
sively and my performance just the Tigers a 5-4 win. This made
the Virginia Cavaliers.
The Tigers scored in the first and second with
wasn't good."
Kinnear and Defoor 14-2 for the
solo runs and padded their lead in the fourth with
However, Mellisa went on to year and pushed the Tigers'
two runs on a Chuck Baldwin walk, a Scott Dillon
capture the consolation win, givphoto by Rob Biggerstatf, senior statt photographer
ing her a third-place finish, as did record to 23-11.
single, and a fielder's choice by Tommy Thompson
Tiger catcher Bert Heffernan fires a throw. to bring in Dillon.

Sometimes, the worst place for fate to be is in
your own control. Just when you think you have a
handle on it. it SUDS away.
Tiger baseball discovered this phenomenon
last week as they allowed losses to North Carolina
and NC State keep thein from capturing the Atlantic Coast Conference regular season crown.
A 10-3 loss to UNC and a 9-4 setback by the
Wolfpack sent the Tigers into a deadlock with
Virginia for the ACC crown. However, the Cavaliers
will enter the tournament ranked first by virtue of a
coin toss conducted bylthe ACC.

by David Brandes
staff writer

SUMMER CLASSES
IN GREENVILLE
Now Open!
Clemson at Greenville TEC will offer the following
Clemson courses in Greenville on an evening schedule
during the summer semester:

CPSC 210 Programming Methodology
CPSC 462 Database Management Systems

(TTh)

ENGR 180 Engineering Concepts
Engineering Mechanics:
EM 202
Dynamics
ENGL 314 Technical Writing
MGT301 Principles of Management

(TTh)

MKT301
ier

Principles of Marketing

ACCT 802 Advanced Auditing
ACCT 804 Environment of Accounting

(TTh)
(TTh)
(MW)
(MW)
(TTh)
(MTh)
(MTh)

ut
e
an

18

Students interested in any of these courses should call
Clemson at Greenville TEC (656-2025) for further information and times.

NEW HORIZONS TRAVEL
Fully-experienced staff to provide
friendly, personal service for:
Reservations • Cruises • Independent Tours
Group Tours • Chartered Buses
LOWEST AVAILABLE PRICE
ALWAYS GUARANTEED

Our services are free
Come by and see us and have a cup of
coffee at College Avenue and Hwy. 123
654-3890
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Golfers seek NCAA
birth in ACC tourney
by Peter Fennell
staff writer
An NCAA tournament bid for
the Tiger golf team may hinge on
this weekend's Atlantic Coast
Conference tournament. All the
conference members willJravtfJ
to GreejishftEht Thursday, i
Tiger coach Larry Penley
believes any team has a chance to
win it.
"It will be a good tournament,"
he said. "Five teams have a
legitimate chance of winning it.
"We've got as good a chance of
winning it as anybody, but we
have to get everybody plavine
well. Right now, Jim Macfie and
Jason Griffith are playing well,
and John Trivison has had a
good year."
The No. 18 Tigers are currently
ranked third in the conference
behind Wake Forest and North
Carolina, but NC State and
Georgia Tech represent stiff competition for the Tigers as well.
Penley believes it will take
wins over both teams for the
Tigers to get an NCAA tourna-

ment bid.
"We're 4-1 with NC State this
year, and we play them twice
more," he said. "The last two are
much more important than the
first five.
"Georgia Tech ma^hf^
§'-? with them but they have won
a tournament. We have to beat
both of them to help our chances
for a bid."
Two weeks ago, Jim Macfie
fired a 3 over par 217 to lead the
Tigers to a third-place finish out
of 23 teams in the Furman Invitational in Greenville, South
Carolina. Macfie's performance
earned him a second-place individual finish, and Trivison's
213 gave him a 13th overall
individual finish.
Penley was pleased with his
team's play. "We liked the outcome," he said. "We finished
ahead of State and Georgia Tech,
but we could have played better.
"Our problem all year has been
only having one guy play well,
We have to get more people in
top ten finishes in the ACC tournament."

This Summer
Spend 5 to 6V2 Weeks
With "'
HEKALB
COLLEGE
Here's five great reasons why:
1. Earn 5, 10, or 15 hours from a full
spectrum of courses in the sciences,
humanities, business and computer
' science plus career programs
2. Low cost
3. Highly qualified faculty
4. Fully accredited with transferable
courses
5. Conveniently located in Clarkston
and Dunwoody
Evening Classes Begin June 24
Day Classes Begin June 25

Thanks John Norton
and Jon Loughmiller-

For Information Call (404) 299-4198
or write:
DCC, North Campus
2101 Womack Road
Dunwoody, Georgia 30338

Two dedicated people

L

DCC, Central Campus
555 N. Indian Creek Drive
Clarkston, Georgia 30021

who will succeed;

This summer earn college credit and have time for vacation too!

your work shows that

Aftirrrj&tive Action-Equal Opportunity Employer

/.
SCREEN PORCH /sTOR.

SALE
OR
LEASE

SALE
OR
LEASE

l

r^L

LIVING ROOM

Campus West
DINING

Townhouses

/V

_^
BEDROOM

SECOND FLOOR

This new townhome development is offered for your living pleasure in the shadow of
Death Valley on Oak Street. These units are a comfortable 1060 square feet with
two bedrooms, two and one-half baths, with a covered deck and screened back porch.
We are now leasing these units for the 1985-1986 academic year. There are a limited
number of units under construction. Therefore, time is of the essence.

Call today-654-3746
Model Open
10:00 am until 6:00pm

Summer
School
Rentals
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H amilton receives Frank H oward Award
._—
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outstanding

was chosen
s cross country.

1 athletes Saturday afternoon at the awards ceremony prior
I to the, Orange-White spring football game.

Sports Digest
Vincent Hamilton received tna_ .MYet°^ Frank
v
I Howard Award, traditionally given to the atniei,c
atm
[brings honor to Clemson University. Hamilton is one of
only four Atlantic Coast Conference players to record at
[least 1500 points, 600 rebounds, and 325 assists.
In all, 44 awards were presented.
Three-time All-American William Perry received the
Hamilton Award as the football team's most valuable
Mayer. Offensive lineman Reid Ingle accepted the team's
Lost improved trophy, while Terrence Mack was
lecognized as the outstanding defensive player in the
!USC game. Steve Reese was also honored as the outstanding offensive player in the USC game.
Chuck Baldwin, who led the baseball team in hitting
is a freshman last season, was honored as the team's
most valuable player, and Scott Parrish was awarded the
Hal Stowe Award.
Three-time All-American Adubarie Otorubio, who led
^he Clemson soccer team to its first-ever National Chamnonship, was named the team MVP, and senior John Lee
iccepted the Coach's Achievement Award.
Other athletes receiving presentations as their respec;ive teams' most valuable player were Mike Spiritoso,
jen's track; Tina Krebs, women's track; Dillard Pruitt,
;olf; Tina Krebs, women's cross country; Coy Cobb, men's
wimming; Melissa Seigler, women's tennis; Greg Snyder,
nestling, Lawson Duncan, men's tennis, Brian Garrison,
:heerleading; Linda Rutter, women's swimming; and
ieuben Rogers, manager of the year.

Spring
continued from page 27
Kenny Flowers scampered 35 yards off
eft tackle. The touchdown gave the
White an 8-3 lead as the two-point converdon was stopped short.
The Orange team came back to lead 9-8
........T

tSken thC lGad 1

With 21:4

^an unassisted goal
"° by Peter? Stebbins
thee W&
first half on

Waterskiers finish second

Ced th
int Vertime
wSS"l?M
f r^
° the score
*£* 1-1
'e s-S
with 8.32 left T
m regulation
play, °tying

The Clemson Waterski Club traveled to Auburn
University last weekend to compete aroint ninp other

Durham rce^mf ^ ^ ""

^c£fia^i3fc* wins

Lady hooters defeat Tech

The defending NCAA champion Tiger soccer team defeated Duke 2-1 in double overtime Sunday in the 1985
McDonald's Soccer Challenge held in Durham, North
Carolina.
Senior John Lee hit the first of five penalty kicks for
Clemson to give the Tigers the victory over their ACC rivals.
Lee was named the match's outstanding offensive
player, while Duke's Mike Linenberger was named the
outstanding defensive player.

i .M 1n

i

Clemson's Women's Soccer Club defeated the Georgia
Tech Yellow Jackets 1-0 last Sunday in club soccer
action.
Suzanne Coburn scored the match's only goal on an
assist from Deidre Hixson at the thirty-minute mark in
the first half of play.
The Tigers shut out the Jackets with solid defense
from Maria Travisano, Jennifer Burghaurdt, Cindy
Gross, Christina Sanders, and Nancy Linn.
The club will travel to Berry College in Rome, Georgia
this Sunday to wrap up their first season as a club sport at
Clemson. The club's overall record now stands at 7-5-1,
1-0-1 this spring.

9-yard touchdown pass from Rodney
Williams to Flowers with 5:35 left in the
game. However, free safety Anthony
Johnson stopped David Barnett on the
two-point conversion that cquld have tied
the game.
Kenny Flowers led all runners with 85
vards on 10 attempts. Terrence Flagler

^^

i
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^

last weekend in a North Carolina-South Liuui>— _
tournament held in Charleston.
The tournament, which was USVBA sanctioned, was
a non-intercollegiate competition, drawing eight, mostly
city-organized, teams to play in the one-day tournament.
The Tiger club team k>st out to Charlotte in the championship match, losing the final game 13-15. The club's
coach, Ben Morgan, was named the tournament's most
valuable player.

Soccer team defeats Duke

...■■■■.■.iummmrrCT
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The comrnnearcTerrraoii *oain finished second overall
to Auburn. The girl's team captured first place finishes in
every event, with Cathy Aurich finishing first in jump
and slalom and third in tricks. Lynn Crouch took first in
the tricks event and Jeanette Kennerly finished fourth in
the slalom.
The men's team finished second in the nine-team field
of competition. In the slalom, Charlie Aurich took second
place and Chuck McAtee took third. In the tricks competition, Aurich finished up in second and McAtee came in
fourth, with Aurich also taking the jumping event by
tying the current conference record of 135 feet.
The Tiger skiers will be hosting a tournament in
Augusta, Georgia on April 20 and 21.

at half by virtue of a 12-play, 74-yard
drive that was capped by a one-yard
plunge by quarterback Randy Anderson.
The Orange increased their lead to 16-8
with 3:25 left in the third quarter,
highlighted by a 12-yard touchdown pass
from Anderson to Stacey Driver.
The White finished the scoring
m with a

ClemS n S first

~~^™

collected 55 yards, David Barnett had 45,
and Stacey Driver rushed for 35 yards on
12 carries. Rodney Williams was 11 of 20
for 97 yards and one touchdown, while
Anderson was 17 of 26 for 165 yards and
one touchdown.
"Our tailbacks are maybe the strongest
part of our game," said Ford,

°

COMING THIS FALL .
CAREER FAIR'85
Date:
September 5
Place:
Clemson House
Time:
9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Some of the companies participating are:
Olin
First Union Corp.
Carolina Steel Corp.
Aurthor Anderson & Company
Burlington Industry & Company
Cannon Mills Company
Springs Industry, Inc.
K-Mart Southern Regional Office
Oxford Industries, Inc.
N.C.N.B. National Bank
Banker's Trust of South Carolina
Sonoco Products Company

Mr. Donald G. Porter
Ms. Shannon L. Walters
Ms. Sadie M. Cox
Mr. James D. Hill
Mr. Terry Martin
Ms. Karen Howison
Mr. Jack Windell
Mr. J. S. King
Ms. Jenny Worsham
Mr. Jim Palermo
Mr. Jimmy Robertson
Mr. Byron Caulk and
Ms. Glenda Gilbert

If there are any companies that you would like to have participate,
please send the representative's name and company address to
Brian Banko, Delta Sigma Pi, P.O. Box 2065, University Station, Clemson, SC 29632.
LOOK FOR DETAILS THIS FALL!
Sponsored by Delta Sigma Pi-Kappa Tau
r
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by Patrick Turner
staff writer
For Clemson pitcher John
Pawlowski, the only remnant of
his first baseball aspiration is an
unused catcher's mitt.

Player.
. *-was about eight years
old, I came home from little
league practice and told my dad I
wanted to be a catcher,"
Pawlowski said. "He went out
and bought me a catcher's mitt,
but at the next practice they let
me pitch batting practice. Since
then I just picked up on pitching
and I've never used that mitt."
Thus began the pitching career
of the talented righthander from
Binghamton, New York. Since
then Pawlowski has become one
of the finest and most scouted
pitchers at Clemson.
Pawlowski, a junior, played
baseball and basketball at Seton
Catholic Central High School,
but baseball was always his
favorite of the two sports. It was
at the 1981 summer Tiger baseball camp that he was discovered
by Clemson.
"One of my friends who had
gone to Clemson's camp the
previous year recommended it to
me," Pawlowski said. "After my
sophomore year in high school I
came down here for camp and
learned quite a bit."
Pawlowski learned enough to
be named the best pitcher in
camrj Clemsnn rnntinued to

;
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fhreat
come one injury which threat
recruit Pawlowski until he joined ened his career. During practice
the team as a freshman in 1983.
this fall, a pitch hit back to him
Pawlowski served predomi- broke his pitching arm just
nately as a starter as freshman above the wrist. "I had to put my
and as a reliever for the most arm up to protect my face,
part as a sophomore. He was Pawlowski said. "I knewjt was
Clemson's most active pitcher KrriUn^-as.'ift^niat.'bfeaTise'f was
last year with 22 apj^ajjmr^
worried that it *"%'■<■ arreci my
.TVaWlowski. "I really don't pitching."
Fortunately, the break infeel that much pressure, except
maybe the pressure I put on volved no joints, and after five
myself to do well," Pawlowski weeks in a cast Pawlowski began
his rehabilitation. "I just stretchsaid.
Pressure is something that ed my arm and squeezed a tennis
Pawlowski has become accus- ball at first to get the feeling
tomed to in his career at Clem- back in my arm," said
son. Scouts from various profes- Pawlowski. "Then I started
sional organizations are among working with weights. By
the spectators each time Christmas, I was throwing
Pawlowski pitches. "I just try to some."
Pawlowski received help from
go out and pitch as if they
an old friend in his fight back to
weren't there," he said.
There are times, however, full strength. "My high school
when scouts make their presence catcher and I got together during
so obvious that Pawlowski can- Christmas break and threw
not help noticing them. "One some. We also ran a little to keep
time during a game at Davidson, in shape."
Pawloski, who is most often his
there was guy filming me in the
bullpen and during the first cou- own worst critic, is pleased with
ple of innings I pitched. I had his progress this season. "Right
never had that done to me before, now, I feel like I'm pitching pretty
well," Pawlowski said. "Earlier
but I just tried to ignore it."
Many scouts who observe in the year I kind of slumped off
Pawlowski are impressed with a little bit. My slider was inconhis performance, and his selec- sistent and that affected some of
tion in the professional draft this my other pitches. But lately I've
been getting my slider over and
spring is a possibility.
I'm locating my fast ball, so I
Despite this possibility,
Pawlowski places a high priority feel like things are going well."
Pawlowski is a defensive
on earning his degree in Industrial Education. "I definitely player in a predominately offenwant to get my degree," sive game. In college baseball, it
is not unusual for.a winning team
Pawlowski said.
to score eierht to ten runs in

'
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John Pawlowski
game.
Pawlowski feels that he has a
definite role to play in this highscoring game. "I feel like my role
as a pitcher is to locate the ball
and move the ball around," said
Pawlowski.
When he is not playing baseball, Pawlowski enjoys playing
pool and fishing with his friends.
"I haven't had much time to fish
this semester though, because
my classes have taken up a lot of

my time."He also enjoys watching base
ball on television. "When I was
home I used to follow thi
Yankees and the Mets, but now I
don't get those games much, so I
usually watch the Cubs and the
Braves.
With the progress Pawlowski
is making in his play, it may not be
long before young baseball players
will be watching Pawlowski play
for their favorite club.

